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Goal

The goal of this thesis is to study term structure theories in the Cox-Ingersoll- 
Ross general equilibrium framework. The framework is applied by deriving a non
linear two factor model with the Cobb-Douglas type of production technology. The 
resulting non-linear pricing partial differential equation is solved numerically by the 
finite element method and the results are analyzed.

Literary sources

The theoretical framework for the general equilibrium description of the economy 
is based on Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [38]. The application of the model in the term 
structure of interest rates is given in another paper [39] from the same authors. The 
bibliography contains an extensive list of other relevant papers on the field.

Methodology

The approach used in the thesis is formal mathematical analysis accompanied by 
numerical analysis. The pricing partial differential equation is solved by the finite 
element method.

Results

A detailed derivation of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross general equilibrium model is 
given. Generalization to a non-linear two factor Cobb-Douglas production function 
specification is presented. A variety of specifications for the state variable dynamics 
is discussed. The abstract formulation in unobservable state variables is replaced by 
a formulation in the instantaneous interest rate and its variance. The pricing partial 
differential equation for a particular state variable dynamics is derived and solved 
numerically by the finite element method. To the best of the author’s knowledge 
this is the first time in the literature on term structure that finite element method 
is used for solving the bond price.
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1 Introduction

The term structure of interest rates or the yield curve is a relationship between different 
maturities and spot rates of interest. These instantaneous interest rates are equivalent to yields 
on pure discount bonds or zero coupon bonds i.e. bonds which do not pay coupons.

1.1 Traditional hypothesis on term structure

The traditional hypothesis on term structure which include the expectations hypothesis [107], 
the liquidity preference hypothesis [74], the segmented market hypothesis [36] and the preferred 
habitat hypothesis [115] have been based on certainty models with stochastic extensions [39, 
96]. The conceptual ideas of these models are briefly reviewed by noting that the expectation 
hypothesis states that no arbitrage opportunities should exist in constructing a long maturity 
bond from several short maturity bonds or, in other words, that the different maturity bonds are 
expected to give the same return over future holding periods. On the other hand, the liquidity 
preference theory assumes that investors are risk averse and that long maturity bond prices 
are more sensitive to changes in interest rates than short maturity bond prices. Consequently, 
investors require a term premium on long maturity debt. This causes forward rates systemati
cally exceed expected spot rates which is consistent with the observation that the yield curve 
usually has an upward slope. Finally, the segmented market hypothesis and the preferred habitat 
hypothesis assume that groups of investors, such as banks and insurance companies, prefer bonds 
only within particular maturity ranges and that the substitutability of different maturity bonds 
is low. Consequently, the demand and supply of a bonds is not significantly affected by the 
prices of nearly the same maturity bonds.

1.2 Literature on term structure

The literature on term structure theories is extensive but in the following only some particularly 
relevant papers are briefly mentioned. One factor models [12, 13, 79] are considered at the 
moment of questionable value because, in them, different maturity bond returns are perfectly 
correlated and the possible shapes for the term structure do not incorporate the possibilities 
that have been empirically observed. Thus, the current trend is to study multifactor models. 
However, currently there are few papers on multifactor term structure models. Most of these 
models are either arbitrage pricing models with postulated factor risk premiums [94] or straight
forward generalizations of the original CIR model to the case of several stochastic variables [137]. 
It is typical that the processes for the variables are assumed to be identical so that an explicit 
solution similar to the single factor solution can be derived.

Perhaps the most common approach among practitioners in the industry is binomial modeling 
[14, 34, 67] which with the recent enhancements [75, 92, 129] and generalizations [71, 86, 132] 
is considered flexible and efficient way to value fixed income securities. However, instead of 
calling binomial models models of term structure one should regard them as a computational 
approximation for the underlying pricing partial differential equation.

Approaches that can be classified loosely as macroeconomic models of term structure include 
studies on the interaction of the macroeconomic policy and the term structure [56, 114, 148] and 
works which examine the problem in the time series context [41, 44, 134]. However, since these 
models are often at most qualitative descriptions, their value for applications is often limited.

The largest and the oldest class of literature on term structure consist of numerous econometric 
studies. Earlier the emphasize was on studying the expectations hypothesis [37, 42, 48, 153, 102]
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but as the analytical models evolved the estimation of the models [8, 25, 26, 43, 122] attracted 
increasing attention. In general, the econometric approach addresses a wide variety of questions 
relevant to the field [118, 17, 21, 49, 116, 15, 50, 136, 66, 68, 47, 3, 117, 119, 51, 32, 27].

Interest rate contingent claim pricing has also received a great deal of attention recently. This is 
on one hand due to the rapidly expanding markets for these securities and on the other hand due 
to the recent innovations on term structure models which are the fundamental building blocks 
for interest rate contingent claim pricing. For example, there exists numerous papers on bond 
options [138, 35, 103, 105, 144, 73, 147, 123, 6, 30, 89], convertible bonds [20], futures options 
[29] and other interest rate derivatives [22, 130, 31, 80, 77, 81].

The literature on the equilibrium models of the term structure of interest rates includes, in 
addition to the CIR-model, the theoretical papers [135, 111, 112, 146, 145] and their subsequent 
applications [9, 46, 54, 94, 11, 126]. Other work on term structure include the classic papers 
[45, 150, 52, 53] and a review paper [69] which gives a historical perspective to the field. Papers 
in which applying arbitrage pricing is discussed include [125, 97] whereas long maturity behavior 
is addressed in [99, 142].

1.3 Current approaches

The current approaches to the modeling of the term structure of interest rates in continuous 
time can be divided in general equilibrium models and arbitrage pricing models [101]. The 
general equilibrium models are based on description of the whole economy with assumptions on 
stochastic dynamics of exogenous variables and preferences of a representative investor. This 
formulation produces endogenously the interest rate and the prices of all contingent claims. On 
the other hand, arbitrage pricing models [18, 45, 125, 150], assume a stochastic dynamics for one 
or several different maturity spot rates and possibly for their volatilities and derives the pricing 
partial differential equation by using the Itô’s lemma and by imposing a no-arbitrage condition 
on returns. The weakness of the arbitrage pricing approach is that the functional forms for 
the factor risk premiums must be postulated whereas equilibrium models yield them as a part 
of the complete solution. In fact, if the factor risk premium functions are incorrectly specified 
the whole arbitrage model becomes internally inconsistent [39, see Section 5; p. 398]. However, 
general equilibrium models are mathematically significantly more complicated than the arbitrage 
pricing models and are usually analytically solvable only after several simplifying assumptions. 
In addition, general equilibrium models require a specification for the representative consumer’s 
utility function.

1.4 Goal and organization of the thesis

The subject of study in this thesis is the general equilibrium model introduced by Cox, Ingersoll 
and Ross, henceforth CIR, in 1985 [38]. This model together with the model of Heath, Jarrow and 
Morton [70, 71, 72]1 are considered, at the time of writing, the two state-of-the art models of the 
term structure of interest rates. The reason why studying CIR model is of current interest is that 
recently there have been numerous applications of the framework [24, 7, 101,104, 105,106, 28, 61] 
in which the original single factor formulation [39] has been replaced and extended by multifactor 
formulations.

The organization of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 some essential mathematical results 
which are to be used in chapters to follow are presented. Then, in Chapter 3 the CIR general 
equilibrium model is carefully derived by following [38]. Subsequently, the results of the previous 
chapter are applied in Chapter 4 where the one factor CIR model of term structure is rigorously

1 For the estimation of the Heath-Jarrow-Morton model see [57, 113, 128]
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derived. This is followed by Chapter 5 where the CIR general equilibrium framework is applied 
in a non-linear two factor case. This chapter also contains numerical analysis of the derived 
non-linear model. In particular, I apply the finite element method for solving the pricing partial 
differential equation. To the best of my knowledge this is the first time in literature that finite 
element method is used for solving a bond pricing problem. Chapter 5 is entirely of my own 
contribution. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing the main results.
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2 Mathematical preliminaries

2.1 Notations

The following notations and definitions will be used. Scalars are denoted by lowercase Greek 
and Latin letters, vectors are denoted by lower case letters with a underbar, matrices by capital 
letters with a double underbar and operators by capital letters. The elements of a matrix are 
denoted by lower case of the matrix name with double subscripts.

Transpose of a matrix

AT = КГ = Ы (i)

is denoted by T.

By defining the Kronecker’s delta as

Г i i = j
\ 0 i ф j

the trace of a matrix

(2)

TrA = ¿ an
«=1

can also be written as

(3)

Tr4 = (4)
1 = 1 j = l

The Kronecker’s delta can also be used to write the identity matrix fin a compact form

L = [Su]
■ 1 ••• O'

0 ••• 1
(5)

Gradient of a function is denoted by V and the Hessian operator by VTV = V2. Also, a gradient 
of a function / is defined as a row vector
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df(x)
дх V/(x)

df(x) df(x)
dxi ’ "’ dxn 

Similarly the Hessian of a function / is given by

(6)

d2f(x)
дх2 V2/(x)

Г Ô7fe) æf(x) i
дх\ dxixn

d2f(x) d2f(x)
. дх1 dxnxn

n / at z is given by

(7)

00 i
f(x + dx) = Y -V' f (x)dx'

f^o г1

f (x) + V f (x)dx + -dxTV2f(x)dx + 0(\dx3\), (8)

where the terms in the infinite sum are symbolic notations for the appropriate matrix-vector 
products.

Finally, define a “tilt” operator T as

---
--

1

H H

о

. xn . о Хп .
(9)

and its inverse T 1 as

" Zl

о

' X! '

1--
--- о Хп . . хп .

(10)

Before proceeding into introduction of the Itô calculus some results from the linear algebra will 
be proved.
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Lemma 1 (at) = (a 1 j

PROOF:

Ax
xT£

T

from which (at) = (a *)

b
bT

x =

X =

bT(åT)
[utT*

= A~\ (H)

As an immediate corollary of this lemma we obtain 
result is given by the following lemma:

(i?AT) j = (ABTJ . Another useful

Lemma 2 (Ai?) — B_ 1 A-1

PROOF:

from which the result obtains

2.2 Itô calculus

Let

ABx — 
Bx = 

x =

b
А-16

. -1= (ал) b (12)

dx = adt + Bdz (13)

be the vector of length n of stochastic processes in which a = [o^æ, t),..an(x, f)]T is a 
vector of expected changes, M_(x, t) = 0]Г,’Д^*1 ’s the covariance matrix of changes of
x and dz_ = [dzi(t),..., dzn+k(t)]T. Then the total differential of a continuous scalar function 
F = F(x, t) with continuous partial derivatives can be computed to the second order of accuracy 
as
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dF dF 1
dF ss —— dt + -¿—dx + -dxT\'2F(x)dx dt dx 2

dF dF 1= -7^-di + [odi + jjd^l + - [aT di + dzT^T]V2F(x)[adt + -Ød^j 

« ^fdt + ^-[adt + ДМ + -dzTBTV2F(x)Bdz. (14)
C J t» C/ X ^

where the last equality is obtained by using the Itô [83, 84] multiplication rule

dzidzj = pijdt Vz, j
dz{dt — 0 Vz"

1,..n + к 
1,..n + к ’ (15)

where p¡j is the instantaneous correlation coefficient between the Wiener processes dz¡ and dzj.

In the case where the Wiener processes {dz¿} are uncorrelated i.e. p,j = 6ij eq. (14) can be 
further simplified by using the following lemma:

Lemma 3 If dz{ _L dzj Vz, j = 1,..., n + к then \dzT B^ V2F(x)Bdz — ITr.[BT AB]dt.

PROOF: Define A = [[V2/(x)],,] = = [a,,] and obtain

1f-dzTBTV2f{x)Bdz = -dz‘ B1 ABdzT r]T

2— = 2‘
2 n+k n n n + k

9 53 ^Z* 53 53 ail 53 blmdz„
j = l /=1 m=l2f=l

n n n+Å: n + Å:

= 9 53 53 ail 53 53 bjiblmdZidZr,
2 j' = l i=l 1=1 m = l 

n n n+Å: n+Å:-i 7t 7t 7l-fZC 7t-f«

= 9 53 53 aJI 53 53 bpblmáimdt
j-1 /=1 ¿ = 1 m=l

n+Å: n+Å; nn+A; n + A; n n

= 2 £ 53 53 bji 53 ajlblmbmdt
: = ! m=l j = l /=1 

n+Å: n+Å: n

^ i=l m=l j = l 

i n+Å: n+Å:

9 53 53 mdi
^ ¿=1 m=1 

i n+fc

= 2 53ШТМ1»^
t=i

-Ta[£TM]di (16)

Thus, eq. (14) can be written as

dF dFdt + -7—Bdz. 
dx —

Another Lemma which is often used is the following:

(17)
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Lemma 4 Tr[BtаатВ] — атВВТа

PROOF: TR[ВтаатВ] = E Е 53 bil<li 53 аЛ'"Лт
1=1 m = l s = l j = 1

n+fc n+fc

= E 53 a« 53 13 hilhjmaj 6,m
t=l j=1 (=1 m=l

= 53 53 a< 53 b"bi'aJ
1 = 1 i = l 1=1

= Ea‘536*'E6i'ai
«=i 1=1 j=i

= ат В Вт а я (18)

As can be seen from eq. (17) the first order approximation of dF contains terms which have 
either dt or dz_ as a multiplier. In many cases it is beneficial to be able to express the deterministic 
and the stochastic part separately in a concise way. For this reason the following notation is 
introduced. For dF in eq. (17)

f) P 1
L[F] = -^a+ -Tk[RtV2F(x)R\. (19)
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3 Cox—Ingersoll—Ross general equilibrium model

3.1 Introduction

The Cox-Tngersoll-Ross economy [38] consist of a fixed number of identical consumers with 
increasing, strictly concave and twice differentiable von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function 
who maximize their discounted expected utility of consumption. The single representative good 
in the economy, which can be allocated to either consumption or investment, can be produced 
in n different ways by choosing among production technologies subject to random technological 
changes. Since entry and exit into production are assumed to be free, the consumer may as 
well set up his or hers own firm or invest in the stock of the existing firms or in the contingent 
claims whose value may depend on the к state variables of the economy. The markets for 
contingent claims, stock and for instantaneous risk-free borrowing and lending are assumed to 
be perfectly competitive without transaction costs or taxes and the trading of assets is assumed 
to be continuous. Even if there exists a superior technology the consumer wants to diversify 
his holdings of stock due to the assumed risk aversion. There is no money in the economy or, 
equivalently, value of everything is measured in terms of units of the single good.

The re-derivation of the CIR model in this chapter follows closely the original paper [38]. Conse
quently, references to this paper are omitted from this chapter as it will be understood by the 
reader that the original work is fully acknowledged. The purpose of this part of the thesis is to 
fill in the gaps in the concise derivations of the original work and to prepare for the application 
of the framework in Chapter 5.

3.2 Assumptions

The dynamics of к state variables is defined as

dy = ¿¿(y, t)dt+§Xy, t)dz

dt T
' dy1 ' Му, t) "

. dyk . . 9n(y, t) .
' sn(y, t)

. Sk\{y_i t)

sik(y, t) si,k+i(y, t) ••• s1¡n+k(y, t) dzi

. dzn+k .
(20)

where is the nonnegative definite covariance matrix of changes in the state variables. 

The physical rates of return for the n linear technologies are given by

dr¡ = [T77] [a(y, t)dt +Q{y, <)dz]

dt~\-

9n(y, t) ■■■ gin(y, t) ghn+i(y,t) 

- 9m(y, t) ■■■ gnn(y, t) g„,„+i(y, t)

■ a.
 

• ¿5 " Vi 0 ■ ' Oi(y, t) ■

. drjn . . 0 Vn . . Qn(y, t) .
9i,n+k(y, t) 

9n,n + k(yt 0

dzi

dZn-\-k

9



where Ç?Q_ is positive definite covariance matrix of the rates of return on the production 
processes.

The dynamics of the contigent claim values are given by

d¿ = [ГТШ-Л] dt + \TßHdz

‘ dfi ■ ' Л 0 ■ ’ ßl ‘ ■ ¿1 ■

. dfm . . 0 fm . . ßm . . .
fi

О

О

fm J

fill

dt -f-

hin hi:n+i

hm! * * * hmn hm n +i

hl, n+k

hm, n + k

dz\

. dzn+k .
(22)

where 6 is the payouts received and [Tf]ß the total mean return on claims including mean 
payouts. Consequently, |[T/]/3 - ¿)] is the mean price change of the contingent claims. The 

covariance matrix of the returns is HT H.

3.3 Budget equation

The total wealth of a consumer is invested in production processes, contingent claims, riskless 
borrowing or lending and consumption. The fraction of wealth invested in production processes 
is given by a = (ax,..., a„)T, the fraction of wealth allocated into contingent claims is given 
by b — (iq,..., bm)T. The remaining wealth [1 - []Ja + 1T6]]1T is invested in the riskless asset 
which is assumed to exist. Thus, the change of wealth is composed of changes in return in these 
three components:

dW ^^production + ^^contingent claims + ^^riskless asset + ^^consumption 
ar[rTr¡\~ldrjW + bT[T¿]-x[d¿ + Sdt]W + [[l - 1tg - fb] rW - C] dt (23)

where

[та] én 

[т ¿¡-'[df + ôdt]

drji
. Vi .
' dfi + Sdt'
. Ti .

adt + Gdz 

ßdt + Hdz
(24)

are returns for production processes and contingent claims, respectively. Substituting into eq. 
(23) one obtains

dW = [aT(a-lr)W+ bT(ß-lr)W+ rW-C]dt+[aT£ + bTJ^Wdz (25)
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3.4 Optimal portfolio selection and consumption plan

The problem of choosing optimal portfolio selection and consumption plan in the finite horizon 
case can be formulated as

Г rto+T
J[w(to), УМ, t0] = max Eto \ U(C(t), у(т), r) dr+

~ {a,b,C} [Jto ~

B(W(t0 + T), t0 + T) 

s.t C(t) > 0; W(t) > 0; W(t0) = W0 > 0,

(26)

where B{W(t), t) is concave bequest function. Using the definition of J recursively, eq. (26) 
can be written as

[rto+dt
/ U(C(t), у(т), r)dr+
Jt0

J[W(t0 + dt), y(io + dt), to + dt]

(27)

which, by using the mean value theorem [133, Theorem 5.10; p. 108] with t 6 [¿съ t0 + dt] for 
the integral and the Taylor expansion [133, Theorem 5.15; p. 110] for the second term at t0, can 
be approximated to the first order in dt as

J[W(t0), y(t0), i0] max
{a, b, C)

Et0 U(C{ï), y(t), t)dt+ J[W(t0), y(to), t0] +

d.j . , dj JIir i JT„ d2j
dtdt+ dwd + 2dw dwdw
i , T d2J J ITrr d2J , 1
2—

JJir dJ , dW + — dy+ 
dy —

+ 0(dt2)
(28)

Substituting eq. (20) and eq. (25) and by using Itô’s multiplication rule eq. (15) one obtains

11



-7[W(<o), y(to), io] = max
{o, i, C]

max
{o, b, c}

max
{a, b, C}

v<o U(C(t), y(t), ï)dt +J[W(t0), y(t0), t0]+

aT(a - 1 r)W + ¿>T(/1 - 1г)1У+d±,. , dJ_
dt dt + dw

rW -C

1 
2
dJ_ 
dy

dt+ aTG + bTH_ Wdz

Г d2J

+.

\dzT [aTG + bTJi

\j¿dt + Sdz + \dzT S

\{aTG + bTK)dz

dWdW

dJ

o'G + b'tf dz+

d2J
dydy

Sdz

Sdz+

dWdy

Et0 \ U(C(t), y(i), i) + J\W(ta), y(t0), i0]+

dJ
сЖ7

aT(a - 1 r)W + 6T(/3 — lr)VF+

„7 dJ d.j1 ,r^-cJ + ^+wJd<+2

Iw^i^a + z^1 r æj

+ ldzTST d2j
dWdW

[aTG + 0ТД] dz+

5dz+
dydy_

Wdz? [srä + ZTi]
dJ [aT£ + 6T£]w+^£

<9tv

5dz+

dz

Et0 U(C(t), y(t), t) + J[H7(í0)> y(t0), ¿o]+

Jw [nT(a - Ir)W + bT(ß - 1 r)W+ 

rW - C] + Jyji + Jt + ^IT2Tr \aTaJwwaTG

lw2 Tr

+
GJaJwwb1tf I + lty2TR tf b.JwwaTG +

-W2Tr [HTbJwwbTH\ + -Tr [£tJ^5] + 

WTr [aTaJwy_S\ + WTr [KTbJWy_^ dt+ 

[jw [aTG + 6TZ] Ж + Z£ dz (29)

Applying the expectation value operator and noting that

Et0 [ [Jw [aTG + bTHIW + J,¿] dz] = 0 (30)

and that

S«„[^[W(io), <o]] = J[W(t0), to] (31)

12



one obtains

0 = max
(a, b, c}

V(C(i), y(t), t) dt + Jt + Jyn+

'w aT(a - lr)W + bT(ß- 1 r)W + rW - C +
-W2Tr GT a Jlv lv o? G + -W2 Tr HTbJwwbTH
W2Tr {GTaJwwbTJi] + WTr [STaJWy£

+
+

1УТя HjbJWyS + 2TR dt.

(32)

By dividing the both sides by dt, taking the limit as dt -* 0 in order to make t -* t0, dropping 
the subscript from t0 to emphasize that the results holds for all t 6 [О, Г] one obtains the 
Bellman-Dreyfus fundamental partial differential equation [111, p. 249] of optimality:

0 = max ф(а, b, C\ W, y, t),{a, b, c) - (33)

where

ф(а, b, C; W, y, t) — U(C(t), y(t), t) + Л + Jyju +

aT(a - 1 r)W + bT(ß - lr)W + rW - C\ +

—W~Tr JwtvÇtT2] + — W2Tr ^HtbJwwl?Hj +

W2Tr ¡GTaJwwbrH] + WTr \GTaJWys] +

WTr [KTbJWy_gJ + ^Tr [lTJy_yg (34)

The solution for this maximization problem is obtained by solving for {a*, Zf, C*} from the 
first order necessary and sufficient conditions

дф
dC

< 0 (35а)
дф
да

< 0 (356)

дф
db

= 0 (35с)

гдф
Сдс = 0 (35d)

'дф'
да.

а = 0 (35е)

where eqs. (35d) and (35e) are the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for non-negativity. They are required 
because investments in physical production processes and consumption must be restricted to

13



positive values. On the other hand eq. (35c) which gives the optimum portfolio of investments 
in contingent claims is not restricted because short positions are also allowed.

Substituting eq. (34) one obtains the explicit expressions

Uc - Jw < 0 (36a)

W(a - 1 r)TJw + W2 aTGGT + bT IIGT Jww T W Jw у SG^ < 0 (366)

W(ß - lr)TJw + W2 aTGHT + bTHHT Jww + W Jw,, S HT = 0 (36c)

C[Uc - Jw] = 0 (36d)

W(a - 1 r)TaJw + W2 [aTGGT + bTHGT J (iJww + WJWySGTa = 0 (36e)

a*, ß* and C* can be obtained as a function of W, y, t, Jw, Jww 
that the consumption is strictly positive. Then solve for

and JWy. To do

-T = ~W\Jww ~ lr)Tjw + w2“TQM*Jww + WJWySH_T] [яят]~’ (37)

from eq. (36c) and substitute into (36e) to obtain a. Substituting this back into eq. (37) one 
obtains 6. The optimal consumption is obtained in terms of Jw from from (36d). Substituting 
a, 6 and C into eq. (33) one obtains the partial differential equation for the indirect utility 
function:

1
2

U(C*(t), y(t), t) + Jt + JyJi+ Jw [o*T(a - 1 r)W + b*T(ß - lr)W + rW- C*] + 

W2Tr {QTa*Jwwa*Tg\ + ^W2Tk [KTb* Jwwb*Th\ + W2Tr [aTa* Jwwb*Tk] +

W Tr <2 g* JwyJL + WTk [KTb*JWyJ^ + Itr ¡L Jyyg

(38) 

= 0

Solving this for J, computing the required partial derivatives and substituting back into the 
optimality conditions for a, b and C gives the solution of the model.

3.5 Equilibrium

3.5.1 Equilibrium interest rate

The equilibrium of the economy is a state where the net supply of contingent claims and riskless 
lending are zero i.e.

= 1
i=l

6, = 0 Vi = 1,. m. (39)

14



This equilibrium is Pareto-efficient since in one hand in the competitive equilibrium with free 
entry and exit the return for the stock of each firm is same as the physical return for the 
particular production process used. On the other hand the size of each industry, assuming 
constant stochastic returns to scale, is determined by supply of investment. This supply is 
identical both in the competitive equilibrium and in the solution to the planning problem. Since 
the two equilibria are equivalent, the equilibrium is Pareto-efficient.

Theorem 1 (Cox-Ingersoll-Ross [1985]) The equilibrium interest is given by

r{W, y, t) Jww ■ Var[dW]
+

Jwy Cov dW, dy 1
. Jw . [ w 1 Jw W (40)

PROOF:

The equilibrium interest rate and allocation of investment portfolio can be obtained by using 
the fact that the solution to the problem must be the same both in the case with no borrowing 
and no contingent claims and in the case with no contingent claims since in equilibrium the net 
supply of contingent claims and the riskless asset vanishes by definition.

Thus, first solve for the case of no borrowing and no contingent claims by setting b = 0, r = 0 in 
the Kuhn-Tucker condition for a. This condition can be taken equivalently as a maximization 
problem max ф^а because фа < 0 and a > 0:

max [W aT Jw + WJw,¿SGT}a + jaTGGTaW2Jww (41)

s.t aTl = 1
a >0.

The first order conditions are

\WaTJw 4- WJw.,SGT]T + GGT a*W2 Jww - A*1 < 0 (42)

a*T[WaTJw + WJw„SGT]T + g*Tggrg*W2JWw - A*aTl = 0. (43)

Next, make borrowing possible and solve maximization problem

max [W(a — lr)TJw + WJw„SGT]g + \aT GGT aW1 Jww (44)

where the constraints on the portfolio allocation are not effective but where the maximand 
includes the term

lTr*WJw. (45)
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The first order condition is

\W(a - lr)TJw + WJw„SGT]T + GGTa*W2Jww = 0. (46)

The two solutions and the respective indirect utility functions are identical provided that the 
risk free interest rate in the second case is

r = Л*
W Jw '

Substituting this condition into eq. (43) one obtains the equilibrium interest rate

(47)

jt

-*r„. , „*T^cT wlr(W, y, t) = a*Ta + a*TGST -=-=■ + atTGGTa*W >ww
J,w w

(48)

which can, by eq. (25) and eq. (20), be written in terms of the instantaneous variance

Var[dlT] = [E[dW2] - {E[dW])2] / dt

= [E[dzTGTa*a*TGdz]W2 - o] /dt

ElE^ta^taifg^W2}

i=l j = 1 k = l 1=1

dt

n n+k n n+k

E aJ 53 53 53 9kia*kSi,W2dt
j=i «=1 fc=i i=i

i = l 1 = 1 ft = l

dt

(49)

and the instantaneous covariance

Cov [dlT, dy\ = [E[(dW - E[dW])T{dy - £[dy])]j /dt 

= [E\dzT(fa*S_dz]w\ /dt'

n+k n n+k

e[J2 E srnidhW]
i=i i=i (=i

dt

n n+k n+k

E aj E Sji E SmAlWdt
j=1 1=1 1=1

= E«;E^m.^
j=i t=i

= a,TG5Tir

dt

(50)
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of changes as

r(W, y, t) Jww rVar[dVF]l Jwy Cov dW, dy]

Jw . W Jw W (51)

The following theorem casts further insight into the Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 (Cox—Ingersoll—Ross [1985]) With sufficient continuity assumptions the equi
librium interest rate r is

r = -(expected, rate of change in the marginal utility of wealth)
= (expected rate of return on wealth)+

(covariance of the rate of return on wealth with the rate of change
in the marginal utility of wealth). (52)

PROOF:

The first equality can be written as

r E[dJ'w}
•AV (53)

where dJ(f, the variation of J, can be derived by studying the effect of variations of a* and C* 
to Jw in equilibrium where 6* = 0.

First differentiate eq. (28) with respect to W\

Jw[W(t0), y(t0), t0] max Jw[W(t0), y(t0), t0] + ^dt + ^dW+
dt dW

d2J, dJIdW ~^Z..dW + ^^dy + idyT(Ç^-dy+
dWdW dy — 2— дуду — (54)

Substitute the explicit forms for the differentials as in eq. (29) and set 6 = 0:

Jw[W(t0), y(t0), t0] max 
{£*,c-} Jw\W{tf), y(t0), t0] + Jtw + JywPf- 

Jww [oT(o - 1 r)W + rW-C] +

-W2 Tr 
2

GT aJwww a? G + (55)

IFTr + -Tr Jyyw^

jVtv ц/ oT GW + JytySj dz.

dt-{-
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Solve the maximization problem, use its solution {a**, C**} to compute Jw on the right hand 
side, and move this term to the left hand side to write the differential of Jw as

djw = Jw[W(t0), y(t0), t0] - Jw[W(t0), y(t0), t0]
{a*>, C**}

Jtw + Jywи T J\vw q?(ql ~ It)1T + tW — C +

-W2 Tr 2
GTaJwwwaTG -j- ITTr G?aJw„w S + 2Tl JyyW§. dt 4"

JwwQ?GW -f JyWS dz (56)
{«•*. c-}

Note that the terms -gT'lrW + rW cancel due to the fact that all wealth is invested into 
production processes, apply the expectation operator and obtain the expected instantaneous 
variation of Jw

E[dJ\y] Jtw + Jyw+ J\vw l^olX — c] + — W2Tr |^Ta+ 

WTr [ç?aJWy_w§\ + Itr (57)

which by Lemma 4 in page 8 and eqs. (49) and (50) can be written as

E[dJ\y] Jtw + Jywf£~\~ Jww — cj + -Var[(flf].iifivi(i +

JwywCov [dlT, dyj + —Tr (58)

On the other hand write eq. (34) for the equilibrium with 6 = 0

Ф* = U + Jt + Jyji + Jw W (й - lr)W + rW - C

2
= 0.

]-W2Tr [g?aJwwaTG] + WTr G üJwyS_

+

+ 2Tr [á 4Д

(59)

Differentiate with respect to W

0 Jtw + Jywß + Jww [йТ(й “ lr)W + rW — C + JwQ?а +

—W“Tr jcTqJwwwoTcj + ITTr |gtojww0?G j +

ITTr + Tr + —Tr |^T• (60)
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Rearrange the terms

JwaTa + WTk [graJWWaT^ + Tr [g? aJWy_g

Jtw + Jywß + Jww яТ(й — lr)W + rW — C1] + 
]-W2Tr [QTaJwwwaTg^ + WTk [QTaJWy_w§\ + ^Tr JyyW §.

and note that the right hand side equals —E[dJw] in eq. (57). Apply again Lemma 4 together 
with eqs. (49) and (50)

t . Var[dfT] Jww Jwy T a a -\------—------ ------ 1—г-=д G aW >w Jw
Лw

JtW + JyW/J- T Jww G (о — lr)ТТ + rW — C

—Var[dIT]Jwww + Jwyw Cov [dtT, dj/J + ~Tr

+

g Jyywg

(61)

and use the the Kuhn-Tucker condition in equilibrium where 6 = 0 for investments in production 
processes (36e)

0
1TarJw 

r

W (a — lr )^ aJw T W~aTGGT a Jww + W Jw,, S GT (i 
oTojw T JwwWcFGG^a 4- Jw.,SGTa
aTa+ JwTW VarJfH/] + ^Cov [dW, dy] .

Jw W >w

to write the left hand side of eq. (61) as rJw- Thus by eq. (57) and eq. (61)

r = Jtw + JyW + Jww ûT о IT — cj +

—Var[dlT]Jwww + JwywGov [dW, dyj + -Tr Cov j/, yj Jyyw 

E[dJw]

'W

>w
(62)

This concludes the proof for the first equality. The second equality can be proved by computing 
the covariance of the rate of return on wealth with the rate of change in the marginal utility of 
wealth

Cov [dW, djw] 
WJw

(63)

Substituting eq. (25) and eq. (56) and proceeding as in deriving eq. (50) one obtains
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COV[wjwdJw] ~ ^[ïTQW[jwwaTgw + jy_w§F}

= \aTGGTaJwwW + a*TQ£j^w

Jww Var [dW] Jwy "Cov [dW, dy¡'

Jw . W Jw W

Comparing with eq. (40) concludes the proof ■

3.5.2 Equilibrium contingent claim prices

The next theorem gives the equilibrium expected rate of return on contingent in terms of the 
parameters of the fundamental processes.

Theorem 3 (Cox—Ingersoll—Ross [1985]) The equilibrium expected return on contingent 
claims is given by

[T[£-ir]]/ = [/„ /дф“- yTF

fiw fly. fly к ' <PW '

fiw by, f2yk фУ1

fmW fmy i f ту к фУ*

fiw /lyi ■ ' ‘ flyk

f-iW Ьу, • • • hyk

: Со
fmW fmy, fmyk

Vai\dW] Cov \dW, dyj

(65)

ww
Jw
JT
JWy

'w

where

®L

Var[dW] [Jww 
Jw .

+ Cov dW, dy]

Jww
1 ( Л11 \ ri OI ri О 1

г»|

Jw .
T Vt/t/ (/) и,у

Jw
(66)

PROOF:

Use Itô’s lemma to compute the differential of / at b = 0

d¿ = Ldt + LwdW + /Л + \lwwdw2 + dWfWy_y +

— [‘]d< + Lww<iTQ + ¿yi dz (67)
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equate with the postulated process eq. (22)

d¿ = [[Tßß - ¿)] dt + \TßHdz 

for dj_ to obtain for the stochastic part

[t/ш. =

Multiply by Ç? and 5T from right and by [T/]-1 from left to obtain

(68)

HGT = [T[\-llwWaTGg* + [T/]-Vy£fíT (69)

HST = [T¿]~1¿wWaTggr + [T/]-1/^ (70)

Next substitute o* and 6 = 0 into the Kuhn-Tucker condition for the allocation into contingent 
claims eq. (36c)

0 — (/? — .lr) J\v d" WGH Jww + JwySH_

ß = lr-HGTaW^-HSTJh.
Jw Jw

(71)

Substitute eq. (70) and eq. (69) to obtain

i-i r ttt2 Jww fr^ л-i c o/~tT_tXrJwwß = Ir - \T f]~4waTGGTaW2- fT Л"1 f SGTaW
J,w L Jw

[Tf)-4waTGSTWJ-^ - [Tf]-lfSS7
— —1 Jw — ---- jw

i-i r c cT Jwy_
(72)

Multiply from left by [T/] and use eq. (49) and eq. (50) to get

[Tf]ß = [T/Ur - fwVzr[dW]^ - 4C0V [dy, dW >ww
>w

lwCov dW, dy] + 4Cov [ÛM.’ dy\ W~
>w

= [T/]lr + /i-W

L Cov [dy, did7

Var[diy]

Jww

J,mv + Cov [diy, dy]

nv J

Jw

+ Cov [dy, dy]

'W

JT i
JWy

'W

+

(73)

Rearrange and use the notation introduced in eq. (66) to get
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(74)[т [ß-lr]\l f f—W ¿-y Ф w ФИТ] T

This result states that the expected equilibrium return for any contingent claim in the basis can 
be written as a linear combination of the partial derivatives of the claim with respect to wealth 
and all state variables. While these partial derivatives depend on the contractual provisions of 
the claim the weights of the linear combination do not. In fact they are solely determined by 
the underlying processes and are invariant for all claims.

The returns on claims that are not in the basis can also be obtained by the same formula. Let 
/ be an arbitrary contingent claim not in the basis. Then it is possible to choose weights в = 
[0O, • • -)0¡fc+i]T where в0 is the proportion invested in the physical processes, 9¡=l the proportion 
invested in the contingent claims in the basis and where 0t+1 is the proportion invested in the 
risk free asset, so that the portfolio of contingent claims exactly duplicates the cashflow of the 
non-basis contingent claim /. The value invested in the physical processes is the same as the 
optimal wealth hold not consumed and the value invested in the risk free asset can be arbitrarily 
be chosen to be unity. Thus

*+i
/ = fl=I>/. (75)

t = 0

and

jfc+i
ßf = f’[W = Ly-A7- 

1=0
(76)

Subtracting rf from both sides one obtains

ßf-rf
{ß~r\f

f[TßV-rf 

0т[Т/3] - rf[_

eT[T[ß-ir]}i

ф»т]т.l/w L

Next differentiate eq. (75) with respect to vector [W yT]T to obtain

Lw Ly_

fiw fly, * - ’ fly
Í2W by, • ' ’ hy>

fmW fmy, fmy
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Multiply from right by the inverse of the matrix [fw f ] 1 to solve for #T

6T [fw fy_ f f—W 2-y (79)

Substitute into eq. (77) to obtain

[fw 4 / f 1Lw Ty J Lw Ly_

[fw 4]
[ф^ Ф^Т]Т (80)

Thus the pricing model eq. (66) has alse been proved to hold for non-basis contingent claims. 
This concludes the proof of the Theorem 3 ■

This result is consistent with the Ross’ result [131] that the equilibrium excess expected rate 
of return on any security in a linear factor model can be written as a linear combination of 
the excess expected rate of returns on securities that only have the risk of a single factor. The 
weights of the linear combination are the Ross factor risk premiums that in the Theorem 3 are 
given by [$№ Ф^т] , where

Cov [dW, dJw]
Jw

from eq. (64) and where Ф^т is obtained by computing

(81)

Cov [dy, dJw] £ [jwwaTgW + Jy_wg

'w

SGT aW

J\v
Jww

<w j

= Cov dy, dW

+ ££

Jww

JT
JyW

J\w J

Jw

+ Cov [dy, dy] JyW
Jw

(82)

and comparing with eq. (66). Thus the factor risk premiums can be written as

ф w
фУ_

Cov [dW, dJw) 
Jw

Cov [dy, dJw 

Jw

(83)

Yet another form for representing the factor risk premiums can be obtained. Assume that the 
consumption is strictly positive. Then the Kuhn-Tucker condition eq. (36d) can be divided by 
C* to give
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(84)Un = J\w

Assume sufficient differentiability and differentiate with respect to y and W to obtain

UccCy_
UccCw

= ЛtVy
Jww ■ (85)

Divide the resulting expressions by each other and obtain after transposing

q
Cw

J\Vy_

Jww
(86)

By Itô’s lemma write the differential of the process for the optimum consumption as

dC = [•] + [cwdW + Cy_dy] (87)

Compute the covariance of dW and dC

Cov [dW, dC] = Cov [dW, CwdW + Cydy\

= Var [dW] Cw + Cov [dW, dy\ CTy . (88)

Divide by Cw and substitute eq. (86)

1 CT—Cov [dW, dC] = Var [dW] + Cov \dW, dy]
Lw J Cw

= Var [dW] + Cov [dW, dy]

C,
jt
JWy

'WW
(89)

Multiply by Jwtv / Jtv to obtain

'ww
CwJ\wJw

Cov [dIV, dC] = Var [dW] 'ww
' w

+ Cov [dW, dy] Jwy
'W

(90)

Use eq. (84) and eq. (85) and compare with eq. (66) to get

ф1У = _^££cov[dlV, dC], 
Uc (91)
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Similarly for Ф- compute

Cov [dy, dC] Cov [dy, CwdW + Cy_dy]

Cov [dy, dlTj Cw + Cov [dy, dy] Cj

and obtain after the same steps as in the case of Ф№

(92)

Next compute

Cov [cy, dC] =

and obtain an important result

[T [ß-lr]] / = -^Cov [#, dC] . (95)

This result states that the expected excess return on all contingent claims is proportional, the 
coefficient of proportion equaling to the absolute measure of risk aversion, to the their covariances 
with optimal consumption. The importance of this results stams from the observation that if 
the one contingent claim or a portfolio is chosen as a numeraire then the expression for the 
expected excess returns does not explicitly depend on preferences. This property makes the 
above formulation suitable theoretical framework for empirical testing.

A further insight into the Theorem 3 can be provided by the following. From eq. (22) and 
eq. (56) compute the instantaneous covariance of the return on the contingent claim and the 
marginal utility of wealth as

Ucc
Uc

Cov Idy, dC (93)

Cov d¿wdW + dfydy, dö] 

dj_w Cov [dW, dC)-\-dJ_y Cov [dy, dC

-dfw*W Uc df фу-^~
w Ucc Ucc

Uc r 1 г .......
Ucc 
Uc

sj K ÿ-T
ссо.тН']к (94)

[T¿]K [jwwaTgW + J,w£]T

[T/] HGTaW Jww + HST
JyW

. Jw . Jw
(96)
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Substitute into eq. (71)

lr- HGTaW Jww — H ST
J\Vy

. Jw . Jw

Multiply by [T/] and rearrange

(97)

[Tß[ß Irl =] = -[T/] HGTaW Jww + HST
г JT n JWy

L Jw J Jw

Cov cIf, f/./ w j

'W
(98)

to obtain the result that the excess expected rate of returns on contingent claims in the basis 
are equal to the negative of the covariance of the rates of return of the contingent claims with 
the rate of change in the marginal utility of wealth.

3.6 The general pricing partial differential equation

Next the fundamental valuation equation of contingent claims is given and prooved. It should be 
noted that this partial differential equation holds for any contingent claim whether in the basis 
or not. Only the income stream and the boundary conditions vary according to the contractual 
provisions of a claim.

Theorem 4 (Cox-Ingersoll-Ross [1985]) The price of any contingent claim satisfies the 
partial differential equation

2 V^dW]fww + fWy Cov [dy, dw] + -Tr Cor, [y, y] ¿yy + \rW-C\fw + (99)

4 p — Cov Ichy, dW J,ww
'W J

- Cov [dy, dy]
JT
°Wy

•W
-rl+6(W,y,t) + ß = 0

PROOF:

Write the differential of / by the Itô’s lemma as

¿Litó = Ldt + LwdW + ¿./I + 2/1 vwdW2 + dWfwy_dy +

— [‘]df + L^a+Lyå dz. (100)

Substitute the definitions for the differentials dW and dy, set b = 0 and use afil = 1 to obtain
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4jtô = /t + /tv[oTaW-C]+/yE+ÍTR

Tr gab,,* W+- Tr 5Т/ 5= М/У =

GTqaTG 

dt T

Ж2/ +Lww '

lw<LTgw+lyå dz. (101)

On the other hand from the definition eq. (22) write the differential of / as

df = [fT fig - 6)] dt + [TßHdz. (102)

Then use the Theorem 3 to express [T/]g as

df = rlf- twLJ Var[dlT] Cov [dW, dy;] 

Cov [dy, dw] Cov [dy, dy]

J,
■J\v
Jwy
'w

-6 dt

+\Tf)Hdz (103)

Apply the expectation operator on eq. (101) and eq. (103) to obtain

E [á£uó] = E к

L+Lw aTaW - C + lya+ §tr yWs] + tr W+ -Tr ST f s= —yy =

rlf - Zw Z# VarfdlT] Cov [dlT, dy] 

-J Cov [dy, dirj Cov [dy, dy]

•Jww
Jw
JT
JWy

-6

Jw J

Carry out the matrix multiplications on the right hand side, rearrange and obtain

dt (104)

|tr [fíWs] W2¿ww + Tr + 2Tr 5T/ 5
= ¿-yy =

+ lw[aTç*W-C

// + Cov [dy, dir] J™W + Cov [dy, dy] W~

/ Var[dlT]Z^l + Cov [dlT, dy] 
Jvv J

Jwy
>W

Jw

-rlf + s + f.

(105) 

= 0.

Use Theorem 1 to write
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f_w [aTaW - C]+lw Var[dW]^- + Cov [dW, dy] Jwy
J,w

lw[aTaW-C]+¿w[rW-aTaW] = ¿w[rW - c\. (106)

Change notation by using eq. (49) and eq. (50) and obtain eq. (100)

3.7 Boundary conditions

To apply Theorem 4 to value contingent claims it is necessary to specify, in addition to the 
parameters that the variance and covariances depend on, the cash flow 6(t) and the boundary 
conditions which in general can be thought as a mapping [0, T] x [0, oo] x R* t-» Rm which 
gives the vector of payments contingent on the wealth-state -state. All contingent claims have 
a maturity date T after which they have no value. Thus, the mapping can be divided into cases 
where t < T and into cases where t = T. For t — T the wealth-state -state (W(T), y{T)) £ 
[0, oo] x R* needs not to be constrained to a subset Z C [0, oo] x Rfc but for t < T it is necessary 
to define a subset Z of the wealth-state space where the mapping applies. An alternative to 
using a subset itself is to use {dZ¡}, the boundary of the closures of Z, so that for t < T the 
mapping applies if (W(t), y(t))) £ dZ. To summarize, the time dependent cash flow generated 
by a vector of contingent claims can be written as

/(*, W(t), y(t)) S(t) + 0(W(i), y(t))
y(t), t)

if (W(t), y(t)) e z> 
if (W(t), y(t)) e dz{

at t = T 
at t = r (107)

where r is the time of first passage to Z. These flows constitute the general boundary conditions 
for eq. (100).

This formulation expresses the fact that a contingent claim generates three types of cash flows:
(i) a continuous cash flow (which is not necessarily positive), (ii) cash flows during the life of the 
contingent claim that depend on the exit from the specified subset of the wealth-state space and
(iii) cash flows at the maturity date depending on where in the wealth-state space the economy 
resides.

The solution of eq. (100) can also be written in a probabilistic form that explicitly incorporates 
these boundary conditions. This is based on the following theorem which relates the solution 
of a deterministic partial differential equation to the expectation value of an expression whose 
value depends on a realization of a stochastic process which in turn depends on the coefficients 
of the deterministic partial differential equation.

Theorem 5 [Friedman [58, Theorem 5.2 p. Ц 7] (1985)] Let В be a bounded domain with C~ 
boundary dB. Let S = dB x [0, T[, Q = B x [0,T[ and let L be an elliptic operator in Rn V 
t 6 [0, T[ defined as

1 ^ ^ . d2u ^ du
(108)

»=i j=i
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Assume that £TAfx, i)£ > p\Ç\2 if (x, t) G Q, £ € Rn, p > 0 and that a^, bi are uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous in (x, t) 6 Q. Also assume that c and f are uniformly Hôlder continuous 
in (z, t) € Q, g is continuous on S, ф is continuous on В and g(x_, T) = ф(х) if x Ç dB.

Define the system of stochastic differential equations

d£ = b(Ç(t), t)dt + g(£{t), t)dz(t), (109)

where gfio_ = A(z, t) in Q. Then the unique solution и of the initial-boundary value problem

du
Lu+dt
u{x_, T) 
u(x, t)

/(*> 0 
ф(х) 

д(х, t)

in Q = B x [О, Г[ 
on В 
on 5

¿s gz'uen 6г/

m

n(z, <) В
{£. О

дЦ(т), г) exp J c(£(s), s) ds /(т < Г)+ 

ФЦ(Т))ехр ^ c(£(s), s)ds 1(т = Т)~

J /(Ç(s), s) exp c(£(A), A)dA ds

where т is the first time A € [i, T[ that £(A) leaves В if such time exists and т = T otherwise.

Using this theorem the following Lemma which gives the solution of eq. (100) is easily proved:

Lemma 5 The unique solution of eq. (100) with boundary conditions eq. (10T) is given by

E Qi(W(T), y(T)) exp ¡3i(W(u), yfu), u)du) I(t > T)+

Ф<(1У(т), у(т), т) exp Jt ßi(W(u), y(u), u)du)j I(j < T)+

¿í(1U(s), y(s), s) [exp (^~ Jt ßi(W{u), y(u), u)du)^j ds

where the dynamics of W and y is given by

( dW(t) = [atTaW-Cm]dt + g)TQWdz(t) 
\ dy = p(y, t)dt + §fy, t)dz(t) (111)

and where т is the time of first passage to dZ and I is an indicator function which equals 1 if 
the argument is true and 0 if the argument is false.
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PROOF: Write eq. (104) using eq. (101) and eq. (102) in component form as

L/,. + /„ = (112)

Identify ç in eq. (108) of Theorem 5 with —/?, g with Ф, and ф with 0¿. Also note that the 
technical assumptions of Theorem 5 hold ■

As can be seen from Lemma 5 the value of a claim is the sum of the expected present values 
of the possible cash flows. Unfortunately Lemma 5 cannot be used for finding a solution to eq.
(100) because in order to apply it it is necessary to know the equilibrium rate of return on the 
claim ß(W(t), y(t), t) to price the claim. If this was given the pricing problem would already 
be solved. Thus, Lemma 5 is an implicit definition of the equilibrium value of the claims.

However, if the the processes in eq. (Ill) are adjusted by reducing their drift by the factor risk 
premia the discount function ß can be replaced by the risk free rate function r. This function 
can be considered as a parameter of the pricing model. Thus, the price of any contingent claim 
can be written as

Lemma 6 The unique solution of eq. (100) with boundary conditions eq. (107) is given by

f E
(w, а, о

Q(W(T), y(T)) exp jt r(W(u), ÊM’ u)du)J I(t > T)+ 

Ф(Щг), у(т), т) exp £ r(W(u), y(u), и) du)) I(r < П+

/
min{r, T} __ Г / r‘ \ "

¿(IF(s), y(s), s) |exp jf r(W(u), y(u), u)du)J ds

where the expectation operator is defined with respect to the stochastic processes

dW = \g*TaW - - C*] dt + g*TQWdz{t)
dy - p(y, t) - Ф^] dt + £(y, t)dz(t) (113)

which give the dynamics of W and y. As in Lemma 5 т is the time of the first passage to dZ 
and I is an indicator function.

PROOF:

Write the differential of f by the Itô’s lemma as

ÉLltô = Ldt + LwdW + l/y + \lwWdW2 + dWfWgdy + \df fi^dy. (114)

Substitute the definitions for the differentials dW and dy to obtain
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ÿ-ltô Lt + U[aTaW-^!w-C] +4 [/£-Ф^ + 2TR GTaaTG W2 f- - + v Lww ~

Tr W + -TK STf..S
= —УУ —

dt lwaTQW + 44 dz. (115)

Note from eq. (40) and eq. (66) that

w
T Ф r(W, y, t) = a a - —. (116)

Substitute eq. (116) into eq. (115), apply the expectation operator and change the notation to 
obtain

E [Жм] = + ¿wCm [iy, dw] + Itr ÍCov [,, 9] / J + [rW - c]

4 fi — Cov [dy, dW 'ww
>w

- Cov [dy, dy] Jwy
>w + /,•

On the other hand use Theorem 3 in the case where the stochastic processes are given by eq. 
(113) and obtain

[Т[£—lr]]/ = 0. (117)

The right hand side equals zero because the original processes were adjusted by just the amount 
of the negative risk premia.

Substitute into eq. (22) to obtain

d¿] = r¿-6. (118)

Equate with eq. (117) to get

E [Sltól = ^Var[¿lV\¿ww + Cov [dy, dw\ + iTR [cov [j, „] + rW -C fi-W

4 /г - Cov [dy, diy] - Cov [dy, dy] J\Vy_
Jw

-rf + 6(w, y, 0 + 4,

which is the same as the fundamental pricing equation eq. (100). As with Lemma 5 identify ç in 
eq. (108) of Theorem 5 with —r, g with Ф* and ф with ©,. As before the technical assumptions 
of Theorem 5 hold ■
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3.8 Solution in terms of marginal utility weighted expectation values

The solution / can be given yet in another way in terms of marginal utility weighted expectation 
values.

Theorem 6 (Cox—Ingersoll—Ross (1985)) The price of any contingent claim is given by

f = E О(ЩГ), y(T)) -
w(VF(T), у(Г), T) 
Jw(W(t), y(t), t I(t > T)+

Ф(1Р(т), у(т), r)
Jw(W(t), y(r), t)

I(t < T)+
Jw(W(t), ÿ(i), t

/•min{т, T}
У( ¿(W7^), 2/(s), s) 'Jw(W(s), y(s), s) 

Jw(W(t), y(t), t ds

where the processes for dW and y are defined as in eg. (Ill) and where т and I are defined as 
in Lemma 5.

PROOF:

Define

T _x >ww
J\v

aTQW
S

'Wy

>W
(119)

(120)

and compute

din Jw — -—Jwxdt + ——Jww dW + ——JWydyT — --prJ'wwdW2 + -——JWww dW2 — 
W J W J w ^ Wjy Z J \y
1

v W v W v \\r ¿j \y ¿j J \y
1 rp 1 rp 1 1 Г yl 2 1 1 ,

-p-JwyjwwdWdy + —JwwydWdy - -jj- \ JWydy_ J + -^-j—dyJWyydy 

— 7 Jwtdt + ——JwwdW + -7—Jwydy1 + -——JwwwdW2 + ——JWWydyTdW +
Jw Jw jW — Z J\y Jyy - - - - -

—pTJwyJwwdWdyT — -—y \Jwydy1 
J W Z Jyy l- —

GTaaTG W2 — —^-Tr GTaJw.j6*1 Jww ~
Jw J

Jw°Wt^^ Jw
\Z-dyJWyydyT - \ZLpwwdW2 - 

z Jw — z Jww
L Jw + J i — !—L_ 72 Tr

Г. T2 °WW 1 K

\jr tr [åTjWy_J”d dt -J-

Hz+Ln - IfijIvaTgg-aW* - fia^GSJ^WJ
Jw ¿ Jw Jw -

1
Jw
IT

-T~Jww<LTgW + Z-JwyS
Jw Jw -

1

dz

~ ~pr JwySST J [v dt + ——JwwqZGW + 7—JwyS. 
¿Jw ~ -J L^iv .

dz
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L J\v + J\vt 
Jw

Jww T

J\ww
>w

>Wy
aTaw

S

>w
'Wy

aTQW
s

L Jw + Jwt 1 Tvir>J 
- 2Ш ЖJ,w

dz

T-^ dt — \TEdz

-r(W, y, t) — — xTl dt — yrS dz.

[ ат<Ж Jw
Jwy

dt -|-

(121)

where the last equality is due to Theorem 2. 

Next, write the fraction

Jw{W(s), y(s), s) 
Jw(W(t), y(t), t)

by using logarithms and the definition of a stochastic integral [58, Definition 7.4 p. 90] and 
obtain

Jw{W{s), y(s), 5) 

Jw(W(t), y(t), t)
exp (in Jw(W(s), y(s), s) - In Jw(W(t), y(t), <)) 

exp din Jw(W(u), y(u), u)du^j

exp (^ |-r(IT, y, u) - i хТЖ du~ Jt

exp -r(lT, y, u) duj exp Qf ~xT]±dz(u) - ^ 

exp Qf -r(W, y, u)du) exp (Ct(х^Ж))] ,

du 

(123)

from which

exp —r(W, y, u) du [exp (-C/(XTI))] Jw(]T(s), y(s), s) 
Jw(W(i), y(t), t) "

(124)

Then from the Girsanov’s theorem [58, Theorem 3.4, p. 169]

exp (/- r(VF, y, u) du d[i{ñw,ÿ)
Jw(W(s), y(8), s) j 
Jw(W(t), y(t), t)‘ (125)

where d^{w, y] and dH{w,n} are the probability measures induced by the stochastic processes 
eq. (Ill) and eq. (113), respectively. Substituting eq. (125) into eq. (119) one obtains Lemma 
6 which was shown to be the unique solution of eq. (100) ■
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4 Specification of the CIR model

4.1 Utility function

The specification of the general model derived in the previous sections begins with choosing a 
utility function for the representative consumer. The particular functional form that will be 
studied is the wealth independent constant relative risk aversion utility function

U(C(t), t) e-pt C(ty - Г 
7

(126)

where p is a constant discount factor and in which 7 is a parameter which determines the value 
of the relative Pratt-Arrow measure of the risk aversion as can be seen from

Ucc = re-*(7-l )Cy~2
Uc е-г'Сч-'

= 1-7. (127)

The chosen functional form also encompasses the logarithmic utility function as can be seen by 
taking the limit 7 —► 0 with the help of the L’Hôspital’s rule [133, p. 109]:

lim —----- = lim C,-lnC- = InC. (128)
7I0 7 7J.0 1

However, since the coefficients that appear in the factor risk premia eq. (66) are given in terms 
of the indirect utility function J(VF, y, t) it is useful to relate the relative risk aversion of the 
indirect utility function to 7.

Let us assume that the indirect utility function corresponding to eq. (126) is given by

J(W, y, t) = A(y, t)U(C*(W), t) + B(y, t), (129)

where A and В are scalar functions. Then

J w — AUcCw' ( 130)

On the other hand, if the consumption is positive definite as is assumed, we have from the 
Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition (36d)

Jw — Uc- (131)

Then necessarily
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1. (132)ACw —

Similarly

J ww
d[AUcC-w)

dW
A [UccCrf + UcC*ww\ . (133)

Dividing eq. (133) by eq. (130) one obtains

J ww
JIV

Uçç
Uc C\v +

C*'-'WW
n*

However, since from eq. (132)

(134)

Cw
1

A(y, t)

we see that eq. (132) can be written as

(135)

Jww
Jw

Ucc r*
Uc Lw

(7-1)^, (136)

where the fraction is by definition equal to 1 ¡W. Thus the absolute risk aversion of the indirect 
utility function is

-J~z - t1-^' <137>

In a similar way we obtain from eq. (130), eq. (131) and eq. (132) the other coefficient that 
appears in the factor risk premiums. Namely

Jwy_ Ä^UcCw
Jw Uc

= -A^C'w

A ‘ (138)
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4.2 Optimal portfolio proportions

One of implications of the chosen functional form for the utility function is that the optimal 
portfolio proportions a* will only depend on y as can be seen from eq. (36e) by solving for a* 
with eq. (137) and eq. (138) and that consequently the second of the factor risk premiums2

Фy-

Var [dW] 'ww 
Jw

Тг'Г'Т,

+ Cov \dW, dy]
jt
JWy

'W

(1 - 7 )aTQgraW - aTGST-±W

Cov [dy, dW >ww
>w j

+ Cov [dy, dy] J\Vy
Jw

(1-7)ШТ£~ ââT~^

(139)

(140)

does not depend explicitly on wealth. Also, it is seen from eq. (40) that the equilibrium interest 
rate is independent of wealth:

Jww ‘Var[dW]‘
+

J\Vy Cov \dW, dy]

. Jw . W \ Jw W

= aTa + (ч- DaTGGTa + aTGST^=. (141)

Next, it is shown that the assumed form for the indirect utility function indeed solves eq. (36). 
Assume that the consumption is strictly positive. Divide eq. (36c) and eq. (36e) by Jw and 
substitute eq. (137) and eq. (138) to obtain

(/? - lr)T + (7-l) [aTGHT + bTHHT] + = 0

(o - lr)T + (7 - 1) \aTGGT + bTHGT] + ^±SGT = 0 
L J A

Solving from (142a) for b we obtain

(142a)

(1426)

6 =
1 - 7

at. -ClM/(яят) 1 HSt-^ + (hHt) 1 (ß-lr) - (яят) 1 HGTa. (143)

An interesting observation will be made: if the number of contingent claims in the economy is 
the same as the sum of number of physical production processes and number of state variables 
i.e. m = n + к or that is a square matrix then the model reduces into an analogue to the 
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). To see this use the corollary of Lemma 11 to rewrite eq. 
(143) as

2The original paper [39, p. 389] contains an error.
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b =
1 -7 (r) 'á7-? + (Дт) 1£'1(^-IH - (sJ) lQTa (144)

Next, substitute eq. (144) into (142b) to obtain

0 = (a - lr) + (7 - 1 )GGTa +

Шт (дт)_1£т-р +2£T GäT)~1£~1(l-lr) -

(7 - 1 )GHT (gr)'' gr а + ШТ~р

О = (а - Ir) + (7 - l)GGTa - GST^ - GH~\ß - lr) - (7 - 1 )GGTа +

0 = (а - 1г) + СЯ~Ч|8- Irl. (145)

from which one obtains the result that resembles CAPM

ß = ir + HG !(a — ir). (146)

Note, that the CAPM-/? is replaced by the covariance matrix between changes in the production 
processes and the contingent claims. The returns on the physical production processes play the 
role of the market portfolio.

After this digression we resume showing that the assumed form for the indirect utility function 
can be a solution. Substitute eq. (143) into (142b) and obtain

a = I- H1 \HHI H
-1

G (a — ir) — G I-H1 \HHT\ H
ATQTAWy_

= A

GHT [ННТ] 1 (/? - ir) (147)

Set b — 0 as a condition for an equilibrium, substitute a*, the postulated utility function eq. 
(126) and the assumed form for the indirect utility function eq. (129) into the partial differential 
equation eq. (38) and obtain

U + Jt + Jyj£ + Jw [oTaW — C\ + — Var [dW] Jww + Cov jdW, dyj Jwy + — Tr [Дт = 0

o-pt C1 - 1
+ Ate-fit

- 1
— Ape -pt Ci - 1

+ i?t +

A„e~pt —----- + By
7

7 7

p + Ae-ptCn-lCw [aTaW - C] +

1-Var [dW] A [e-pt(7 - 1)C^C2W + e~ptC^Cww] +
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Cov \dW, dy] A^e P‘C7 lCw + ^Tr C7 - 1
Ayye-»'---------+ Д

7 yy = 0

5TR

-Var [dtV]7(7 - 1) CiIV
C

^TAyy£] + /rT + 7 Cov [dlT, dy] 

' 2 + 7%^ - *> + ç^-^-'Cw №«W - C]

Cyy
C

<+

. C7 — 11 -1 П
e~pt

7 J И £T£y,£

A + A( + 1

+ HlTbI + B< = 0. 

(148)

4.3 The special case of the logarithmic utility function

Inspect the special case of 7 = 0 which corresponds to the logarithmic utility case. Obtain

-Tr |дтАууД] + p1 A7 - pA + A, + 1 + ^ -Tr [£тДуу£] + prBy + Bt = 0(149)

Further, assume that A = A(t) and that В = B(y). In this case the partial differential equation 
separates into two independent ordinary differential equations

At — pA + 1 — 0
¿TR[áT£yyá] +tTB[ = 0,

(150a)
(1506)

the first of which is readily solved by [63, p. 1129]

A(t) = - [l - e-A<o+T-t]j (151)

as can be verified a direct substitution. The role of the function A(t) is to act as an additional 
weighting factor for the flow of utility (the explicit time dependence of the utility function was 
e~pt). In a first order approximation this weighting factor becomes

A(f) ~ — [1 — [1 — p[to + T — i] + • • •]]

« t0+ T-t (152)

which linearly decreases from T to zero as time evolves from t0 to t0 -f T (c.f. the limits of 
integration in eq. (26)).

The second of the differential equations (150b) is also readily solved:

m (153)
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The second constant of integration is discarded because the utility function is invariant under 
suitable affine transformations. Thus, it has been shown that the special case of an assumed 
indirect utility function is a solution to eq. (36).

In this special case of the constant relative risk aversion the interest rate and the factor risk 
premium were independent of wealth as was shown in eq. (141) and 140 respectively. Conse
quently, from Theorem 3 it follows that fw=0 and subsequently that fww and fWy also vanish. 
Then the fundamental valuation equation eq. (100) reduces into form

5TK Cov У, У f + 4 li — Cov Jdy, dW 'ww
W J

-r¿+S + ¿t = 0 (154)

or equivalently

+ [v-mT4£-rt+t+L o. (155)

It is also possible, in this special case, to solve a from (142b) as

a
1T [шт]_11 (156)

4.4 A single factor model

4.4.1 Derivation

The simplest application of the general model is a single factor model, where it is assumed that 
a state of an economy can be represented by a single stochastic variable whose evolution is 
described by

dy = [£y + C]dt + Uy/ÿdz. (157)

This single factor assumption together with the previous specializations give for the equilibrium 
interest rate from eq. (141)

r = aTa — aT G GT a

= a a - GGT a (158)

which after substitution of eq. (156) in place of a of the second term in the parenthesis becomes
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Tr — a

т= a

a-GG1

a — a +

[çg -1
a +

-1 “J
1 -1T GGT a

1-1T GGTT'

iT GGT
-1

1
GG1

-î

1-1T [<7(7T] -1
a

GG1

aTl

-î

(159)

Next, in order to relate the drift and variance of the stochastic process for y to that of r define

a = ày

(160)

and substitute into eq. (159) to obtain

r
1 -lTÜ-1á

iTir4 y (161)

Also note that with this particular change of variables eq. (156) becomes

a £L 1 à +
‘i -lTÜ-1â""TiPT fi-1i. (162)

The transformation of variables was chosen such that the resulting expression for r is linear in 
y in which case the stochastic process for r becomes

dr
1 -1тД-10‘ 

Pfi'1!
dy

1 ~lTü~1à 
Pfi"1!

[[£ÿ + C]dt + Vy/ÿdz] (163)

Defining
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к

в

а

-i
C [i -1ГЕ-1« 

-J iTü_1I

1 - lTÛ-1â
lTir‘l

(164)

(165)

one may write the stochastic process for the spot interest rate as

dr = к[в — r\dt + osfrdz. (166)

From this one sees that the drift of r is к(в — r) and the variance is a2r which both are linear 
in r.

4.4.2 Probabilistic solution

Next consider any continuously differentiable function f[r(t)] with a conditional probability 
distribution p(r(t), t\ r(t0), t0). Then

-I /(■u)/?(r(1)' y(to)'io) dr. (167)

On the other hand

ri£U(rm E

E

E

E

4f(r(t))
dt

frdr+ \frvdr2]
dt

fra(r(t), t)dt + kfrrb2(r(t), t)dt
dt

fra(r(t), t) + -frrb2(r(t), t)

= J fra{r(t), t) + ^fTrb2(r(t), t) p(r(t), t; r(t0), t0)dr(t) (168)

Integrating by parts and by using the facts

lim p(r)
r—too

lim
dp(r)

dr

0

0 (169)

one can rewrite eq. (168) as
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¿¡Ешт +

dr

= ! ККО> t)p(r)f(r(t)) - jf /¿ [o(r(t), i)p(r)] dr 

/ ïb2(r(t)’t)p(r)^ - io Tr¥r [5fr2(r(<)’i)p(r)]

= - Jo /¿ KKO. OKO] dr - j /¿ ^62(r(0, í)p(r) + 

Jo lb2(r(t), t)p(r) dr 

= Jo f [_¿KKO, Ор(г)] + dr2
¿2(K0, í)p(r) (170)

Equating with eq. (167) one obtains

jT'^* ■ Г4-¿KKO, 0p(O]+¿5 -62(r(í), í)p(r) dr. (171)

Since eq. (171) must hold for an arbitrary / the probability distribution p must satisfy the 
following differential equation

dp
dt

æ_
dr2

1,2 '

2bp - Ir f"”1 (172)

This differential equation is a special case of the general Chapman-Kolmogorov differential 
equation and it is also known as the Fokker-Planck differential equation or alternatively the 
diffusion equation [60, p. 51,96]. An explicit solution to this equation can be written by using 
[55, Lemma 9; p.180] which gives an explicit solution to

щ = [axu]xx - [[ßx + 7]u]x 0 < x < oo, 0 < 7 < а (173)

as

u(x, t; 0 ß
а[е* - 1] eXP

ß[x + tjeßt]\ 
a[eßt — 1] /

4ß3e-fit±
[y-a]/2a

К-7/а
m

а[1 — е~Р1]

where

h{x)
^ [х/2]*+к
fø * ! Г ( г + к + 1) (175)

is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order к [143, p. 138 (24.32)] and where
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tx le 1 dt x > О (176)
f о°

Г(х) =
Jo

is the gamma function [2, p. 539 (10.11)]. The parameter £ appearing in eq. (174) determines 
the initial value of the independent variable x.

To use this formula rescale time in the stochastic process for r in eq. (166)

dr = к[в — r]dt + G\fr\[dt (177)

by defining

dt

The stochastic process in the scaled time becomes

(178)

dr

Next make the following identifications

(179)

0

2
r
2

G

a(r(t), t) <-► ßx + 7

6(r(i), t) <-> \j2cxx

where the terms on the left hand side correspond to eq. (166), the terms in the middle to eq. 
(172) and the terms on the right hand side correspond to that of eq. (173). Consequently, the 
parameters of the solution eq. (174) are related to the parameters of the stochastic process for 
the instantaneous spot rate r as follows

(180)

Substituting into eq. (174) one obtains the probability distribution of r(t) conditional to the 
value of r at time zero
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p(x о

(181)

Transform back to the unsealed time and shift the time origin from zero to t0 by making the 
replacement t —> 2n(t — t0) and obtain

P(x, t; 0 =
2k

<t2[1 — e-*(<-<o)j

/ 2к[х + <0)]X
1 (72[1 — e~K(<-ío)] J r d

/i-
2k$/a2 ^ 4k

<t2[1 —

• кв/<73-%

(182)

By defining

r = X
_ 2k

C " (T2[l -

« = C7'(i0)e't(t-to) (183)
и = cr(í)

and by using the property of the modified Bessel function that /<.(z) = /_fc(x) [143, p. 138 
(24.34)] eq. (182) can be written as

p(r(t), 11 r(f„), to) (184)

which is the same as eq. (18) in [39].

4.4.3 Expected interest rate and its variance

Next the expectation value and variance are computed. This could be done directly by evaluating

mi (<) = E[r(t)\r(t0)]= f r(t)p(r(t)\r(t0))dr(t),
Jo (185)
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the first moment of the distribution, but this would be unnecessary complicated. Instead, 
compute

drrii(t) 
dt (186)

by substituting the differential equation eq. (173) [4, p. 205][10, p. 191]. Integrating by parts 
one obtains

dmi(i)
dt

r [[arp]rr - [[ßr + 7]p]r] dr

a j |2rpr + r2Prr] dr — ß j \rp + r2pr dr - 7 J rpr dr

1
/°° roo i°° y°° лОО

j 2rp — J 2pdr + j r2pr — j 2rp + J 2pdr -
Г 00 /°° Г 00 /°° у OO

ß / rpdr+ / r2p— / 2 rpdr —7 / rp— pdr
J 0 /q «/ 0 /q »/0

a [0- 2 + 0- 0 +2]- /3 [mi(i) + 0 - 2mt(t)] - 7 [0 - 1] 
ßmi(t) + 7. (187)

This linear first order differential equation is readily solved by3

rrb(t) = cy( - j, (188)

where the constant Ci is determined by requiring that

mi(0) = Ci - I = r(t0). (189)

Thus, the solution is given by

r(0) + 1] eßt _ 7
ß\ ß' (190)

Changing the parameters according to eq. (180) one obtains

£[r(t)|r(0)] = [r(t0)-6]e ^ + в (191)

which, after rescaling of time and shift of the time origin becomes

3The solution of &L 4. P(t)y = Q(t) is given by y(t) = exp(— f P dt) [J Q exp(f P dt) dt + C] [2, p. 442 (8.15)].
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ЕШНк)] r(t о)е-к(,-‘о) + в 1 _ е-к(‘-‘о) (192)

As can be seen by taking the limit as the time goes to infinity the steady state mean goes go to 
0. The same result obtains if the the speed of mean reversion к goes to infinity. Furthermore, 
for t = t0 and for infinitely slow rate of mean reversion the mean reduces to the current spot 
rate r(t0).

The variance of the spot rate is derived with an analogous procedure. Define the second moment 
of the distribution

and compute

rOO

m2(t) = E[[r(t)]2\r(t0)]= [r(t)]2p(r(t)|r(<0))dr(i) (193)
Jo

= Jo r2 \[arp]rr - [[ßr + 7]p]r] dr

= a J [2r2pr + r3Prrj dr — ß J Ir2p+r3pr dr — 7 J r2prdr

I
/°° rOO j00 j00 rOO

j 2 r2p — J 4rp dr + j r3pr — I 3 r2p + J 6rp dr\ —

ß
roo f00 rOO

/ r2p dr + / r3p — / 3r2p dr - 7
/“rV- / 2 rp dr
/0 Jo

= a [0 - 4mi(t) + 0 - 0 + ßm^t)] - ß [m2(t) + 0 — 3m2(t)] - 7 [0 — 2m^i)] 
= 2arrii(t) + 2ßm2(t) +
= 2ßm2(t) + 2[a + 7]rui(i)

Г(72
= -m2(<) +

The solution of this equation is

— 4-0 
2k

[[r(<0 )-0]e-?' + 0 (194)

m2(t)
2k

+ 0\ [2[r(0) - 0}е-''2 + в] + C2e~*. (195)

Next, compute variance from the relation

Var[r(<)|r(<0)] m2(t) - [m^t)]2

— r(0)e-'/2 - —0e-t/2 + ^0 + 20г(0)е~*'2 - 202е~*'2 + О2 + Ce~* - 
к к 2к

г(0)2е-‘ - 20г(О)е-</2 + 20г(О)е~* - О2 + 202е~</2 - 02е~г

—г(0)е~г'2 - —Oe-*'2 + —0 - 202е~*'2 + С2е~( - к к 2к
г(0)2е“‘ + 2<9r(0)e~‘ + 202e~t/2 - 02е"‘ (196)
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and require that the variance at time zero vanishes. This condition gives C2, the constant of 
integration, as

<t2 „ , fl2C2 = — 6 + r(0y + 62 - — r(O)-20r(O). (197)

Substituting back to eq. (196) yields

Var[r(t)|r(0)] = —r(0)e-‘/2 - — 9е~*'2 + ^e- 292е~1'2 + ^-ве~* + r(0)2е~* + 92e~x - 
к к 2к 2к

—г(0)в"‘ - 29г(0)е~г - г(0)2е“‘ + 2<9г(0)е~‘ + 292е~,/2 - <92е" 
2 ..о, +e-1'2 - e~l -e-*'2 + 1 + le"']2

к L 2 2 1 J= —КО)

92 [-2е-‘/2 + 2е-,/2 - с"* +

= ^г(О) [e-е - «-] + ^6 [1 - е- Í/2 (198)

which after scaling and translation of time becomes

Var[r(i)|r(io)] = — r(t0) [e-K(t-io) - e-2«(*-‘«>] + ^-9 [l - e-*(‘-‘o)l:
ZC *- ■* ZiKi J

Taking the limit as time goes to infinity one obtains for the asymptotic variance

(199)

Var[r(oo)|r(<0)] = (200)

Similarly, the asymptotic value of the variance as the adjustment speed к goes to zero is obtained 
by L’Hôspital’s rule [133, p. 109] as

linri Var[r(í)|r(¿0)] limK-.0 a2r(t0) |-(i - i0)e-K(t-to) + 2(t - i0)e"2,t(<-,o)

\o292 [l - (t - t0)

r(t0)a2(t - t0).

+

(201)

4.4.4 Bond pricing partial differential equation

A default free discount bond is a claim which pays one unit with probability one at the maturity 
date T. The price of such claim at time t in the special case of constant relative risk aversion 
is given by P(r, t, T) which solves the partial differential equation eq. (155). In a single factor 
model this pricing equation becomes
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\s2Pyy + [/i - SGTa] Py-rP + Pt = 0. 

Using eq. (157) to write S and ц of eq. (20) as

(202)

S = vy/ÿ

V = £y + C) (203)

and defining

SGT = ZTy (204)

eq. (202) becomes

\^yPyv + [Îÿ + C - £Тм] Py - rP + Pt = 0. (205)

Substituting eq. (162), utilizing the chain rule and using eq. (161) to change variables one 
obtains

1 2 1 d2Pri2
2° rpp»?H + -Kjlr + KÖpj - [g ’4+

1 - lTfi-1â
lTfi-1l

fi-1! ^[■]-rP+P, = о (206)

which by defining the market price of risk as

can be written as

An equivalent form

A = fi 1 ô -j-
1 - lTfi-1d

lTfi-1l
fi-1! (207)

~cr2rPrr + [к [в - r] - Ar] Pr -rP + Pt = 0. (208)

^a2rPrr + [к [в — r] — Ar] PT — rP — PT = 0 (209)

is obtained by replacing time t by maturity r = T — t.
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4.4.5 Solution

To solve this partial differential equation assume that the solution, which satisfies the boundary 
condition

P(r, 0) = 1, (210)

has a functional form

P(r, t) = a(r)e~r6(TK (211)

Then the partial derivatives in eq. (209) are given by

Pr = —aberb

< Prr = ab2erb

PT = aTerb — rbTaerb

-bP

b2P

P.

Upon substitution eq. (209) becomes

-cr2rb2P — [к(У — r) — A r]bP — rP — - - rbT P = 0. (212)

Since the bond price is positive definite the equation can be divided by P which together with 
regrouping of terms yields

bT + —(T262 + (к + \)b — 1 oT— + K въa = 0. (213)

Since a and b are independent of r the expressions in the parenthesis must vanish. Consequently, 
we obtain a pair of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations

bT + —<r2¿>" + (к + A)6 —1 — 0 
aT + квЬа = 0

(214a)
(2146)

The special feature of these equations is that the equation for 6 is independent of a. Thus, first 
the equation of 6 is solved by recognizing that it is a general Riccati equation [63, p. 1167; 
16.514]. Then, the equation for a is solved by separation of variables after the solution for b is 
substituted.
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An important property of a Riccati differential equations is that if one solution b0 has been 
found then the other can found by making a substitution b = z + b0 [127, p. 40; 9.2][120, p. 80; 
7]. This transforms the original Riccati equation to a Bernoulli equation which can always be 
solved by quadrature after making a suitable transformation [64, p. 672].

The required particular solution to the Riccati equation is immediately obtained by setting b0 
as a constant. This gives rise to the quadratic equation

—<j26q + (k + Л)60 — 1 — 0

which is readily solved by

(215)

bo ~ —(к + Л) ± y/(K + A)2 + 2a*

^2 KK + A) + 7] > (216)

where the positive sign is chosen and where 7 = \/(k + A)2 + 2<j2. Next substitute b — z + b0 
into (214b) and obtain

zT + —<7~(z + 6q)" + (к + A)(z + bo) — 1

zT +
1
—(j"6q + (к + Л )bo — 1 cr~b0z -j- ~CT~Z~ -f" (K, -j- Л)Z —

zT + a2-^- [-(к + Л) + 7] z + \a2z- + (к + A)z =

ZT + 2z2 + \f-z =

0

0

0

0, (217)

Make the following change of variables [143, p. 104; 18.3]

z = 1
X

and note that

d 1 _ xT 
dr x x2

Thus, eq. (217) becomes

хт . J- 2 í , / _----0 + -<7 —г i— =

xT -jx- 2 er
2 _

(218)

(219)

(220)
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The solution of this linear first order equation is

x(t) = CeyT —
27'

(221)

Consequently, the solution of the Riccati equation is

Ь(т) = z(t) + b0

1
—T-r + b0 
x(t)

¿ [-(k + A) + 7],
Ce-*' a

(222)

where the integration constant C is determined by the boundary condition which requires that

6(0)

-(к + A) + 7

° 27

0

0 (223)

Solving for C yields

C = - 
2T

2 г К + A + 7
к + A - 7. (224)

Thus, the complete solution of the Riccati equation is given by

1
6(r) = — —7--- rrr----------- ;----(к + A — 7)1 «+А+7 r-fT__ L 4 1 '

27 k+A-7 27a
K + A-7 27

a2 L(k + A + 7)(eTT — 1) + 27
- 1

(к + A - 7)(k + A + 7) e'1'7" - 1

72-(k + A)
(к + A + 7)(ет'т - 1) + 27 

e7T - 1
а2 (к + A + 7)(e'i'T — 1) + 27’ (225)

This expression can be further simplified by solving for a from the expression for 7

<72 = 5 [72 - (K + A)2]

= 5 [7 + (к + A)] [7 - (к + A)] (226)
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Thus,

2(еут - 1)
~ (к + А + 7)(в^-1) + 27*

(227)

Now, substituting 6(r) into (214a) a(r) gives an ordinary differential equation

ат(т) = —квЬ(т)а(т), (228)

which can be solved by separation of variables as

— = -квЪ

In a — In C = / 2кв(еут - 1)
(к + A + j)(eyT - 1) + 27 dr. (229)

Making the following change of variables

z = eyT - 1, (230)

from which

dz = 7 eytdT
= 7 (z + 1 )dr (231)

and

dr dz
ÏWTïy

transforms the integral into

(232)

In a — In C (z + k)(z + 1) dz'

where

(233)

2k6>
7(K + A + 7) 

27
к + A + 7'

(234)

(235)
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However, this integral can be done analytically as [63, p. 82; 2.175/1] [143, p. 71; 14.266]4

In a — In C P -ln((z + fc)(z+ 1))- 1+fc f 1 ,'
2 J z2 + (1 + k)z + Å: (236)

In this expression the integral becomes [63, p. 81; 2.172] [143, p. 71; 14.265]5

/ 1
z2 + (1 + k)z + к

dz
1 - к

ln
z + к 
z + 1

Consequently, eq. (236) becomes

(237)

In a — In C = I ln(z + k) + ln(z + 1) - j ^ ^ [ln(z + k) - ln(z + 1)]

= lit1™ ln(z + k) + l1 + rri]ln(2 + 1}]

= y3^[ln(2 + l)-№(* + *)]

” In 2 + 1
1 — к (z + k)k
P In

p rr
1 - к (e7T - 1 + k)k ' (238)

Next, eq. (234) and eq. (235) together with eq. (226) give

2k6

1 - к 7(k + Л - 7) 
—2k0

7+к+Л 

кв(к + Л + 7)
7 a2

(239)

Then, a substitution into eq. (238) together with eq. (235) yield

a(r) = C

= C

p7T

7т _ «+Л-7 
к + Л+7

27/(k+A+7)

(к + A + 7)е5(я+А+7^т

kí(k+A+7)/(7CT2)

-i 2кв/a2

(к + A + 7)(e7T - 1) + 27 (240)

The constant of integration is determined by the boundary condition which requires that

4 Г —aA i dx = ln(oz2 -f bx c) — f —¡ ‘. dxJ ax3 + öx+c 2a V 1 / 2a J ax3 + 6x+c

5 f ■ -, Л - ¿i = -T=A----In 2al+(,-Vb2-4ac = . 2 arctan 2al+fe
J ax + bx+c y/b^—Aac 2ax+b+ 62—4ac y/Aac — b^ y/Aac—b2
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1

c

a( 0) =
k + A + 7-|2*«/*

27 = 1,

from which

C = 27 2кв/а2

.к + А + 7.

and the solution for a(r) becomes

a(r) =
27e i(«+X+7)r 1

(к + A + 7)(e'i'T - 1) + 27

Thus, the explicit solution to eq. (209)

-a2rPrr + [к [в — r] — Ar] Pr — rP — PT =0

is given by

P(r, t) — a(r)e -rb(r)

where

а(т)

b(r)

7

27е^к+л+7)т
-i 2кв/a7

(к -f A + 7)(е7Г - 1) + 27 
2(e7T - 1)

(k +A + 7)(e^- l) + 27 
у/(к + A)2 + 2a2.

It is noted that the solution may also be written as

(241)

(242)

(243)

(244)

(245)

(246)

a(r) = exp

6(r) =

- arctanh (ü±4) + к»(к + A)(r + ,)

Q7(r+ -)>))

tanh + i/)j - (n + Л) ,

2/iölog ^cosh (247)

(248)
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Figure 1: The Cox-Ingersoll-Ross term structure. The following parametrization is used: k+A = 
-0.057, кв = 0.00199 and a2 = 0.0223 [24, p. 22; Table 6]

where

2 , fK + \\
T] — —arctanh ^-------J . (249)

Several versions of this original one factor CIR-model and other related models have been 
estimated [7, 24, 23, 28, 61, 108, 109]. The resulting term structure for a typical parametrization 
[24] is shown in Fig. 1. Other specifications of the model include [100, 104, 106, 91, 1].
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5 A non-linear two factor model of the term structure

5.1 Introduction

Even though the one factor CIR model of the term structure has a number of appealing features6 
it has the serious drawback in that the spot rates of different maturity bond returns are perfectly 
correlated, term premiums are necessarily monotone increasing functions of maturity and that 
it allows only monotone or humped yield curves [100]. These problems can be avoided by either 
specifying a many factor model or by allowing non-linear technological changes.

In this chapter I derive the term structure of interest rates for a non-linear two factor production 
function case. In particular, I specify the production function to be of the Cobb-Douglas type. 
It should be noted, however, that the term production function is rather arbitrary since one can 
specify the dynamics for productivities as one specifies the dynamics for the state variables. In 
fact, a specification for the dynamics of the productivities which does not correspond to any 
production function is as feasible as a specification which can be obtained by differentiating a 
production function.

5.2 Assumptions

The following model will be studied. The economy contains one production technology, the 
Cobb-Douglas production function

v{yu У2) = VoyVvTi

where уг and y2 are state variables whose dynamics is given by

(250)

dyi = (ßi - biyi)dt + c1^/p[dz1 
dy2 = (a2 - b2y2)dt + c2s/y^dz2. (251)

This specification is justified by the facts that its functional form is conventionally used for 
production technology, it is non-linear and that it reduces into well known special cases if 
appropriate parameter values are used.

5.3 Derivation of the pricing equation

By differentiating eq. (250) one obtains

Муb
. dr\ dr) 1 d2r¡ 2

У 2) — т;—dyi + 7-—dy2 + —-5—2dy1 +
дух dy2 ‘¿dy2

д2Т]
ду\ду2

1 d2r¡
2%Гdy\dy2 + -753dyl + 0(dt2), (252)

where
6only four parameters need to be estimated, the instantaneous interest rate is a positive and stationary process, 

the prices of discount bonds and European options on bonds are obtained in closed form, conditional distribution 
of yield to maturity and its moments can be written in a analytic form [33]
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dr¡
dyi
дт]
ду2
д2т]
ад
д2г)

dyidy2
д2т]
dyi

« 1Т?оУГ1_1г/22

«i(oi - l)Voy?l~2y%3 

&\<х2ЩУх1~Х У2*~1 

а2(а2 - 1)т?о2/Г1г/22-2

di
—V
2/1
«2
—V
2/2

Oi(oi - 1)
--------2----- 12/i

ai02
------ V
2/12/2

а2(а2 - 1)
yl V-

Substituting the derivatives and dividing by r¡ one obtains

2/ь 2/2) _ c*i ^ , a2j^ , 1 а1(а1 - 1) b 2 ( axa2 An¡ , 1а2(а2-1);2
= —ад + —ад + тг

2/i 2/2 2
-ад + ——dyxdy2 + ^r¿v“^2——ад.(253)

2/i 2/12/2 2

Substituting eq. (251) and by using the Itô’s lemma one gets

dr](yu 2/2) _ [(0l - bxyx)dt + с1х/уГад] + ^ [(«2 - b2y2)dt + с2л/^ад] +

1 Qi(Qi - 1) _2
2

«1<*2
2/?

а

clyidt + -2—1с1с2хад">ададад + z2——c\y2dt
2/1 2/2

1 , 1 Ûl(<*l - 1) 2

1 а2(а2 - 1) 
2' 2/1

(°i " ^i2/i)- - - - - - h 7,
2/1 2 t/х

-Cj + (а2 — 62y2)-----h —
2/2 2
а2 1 а2(а2 - 1)

2/2
«ici aicia2c2 а2Сг ,rflZj H-------------dzxdz2 H---- -—fl2;,
V2b V2bV№ V^2

dt -\~ 

(254)

where

QiCia2c2 aiCia2c2
-dzxdz2 = p— dt

VmVÿ2 xfoy/ÿï
= o (255)

since /) = 0 due to the fact that the Wiener processes dzx and dz2 are assumed to be uncorrelated. 
Thus eq. (254) becomes

ад 2/1, 2/г) ûiûi + |«i(ûi - l)c? ot2a2 + |а2(а2 - l)c|------------------------------ Qq/q -\-------------=------------------- a2b2
2/1 2/2

QqCi «2С2 ,—=dz 1 H--- —dz2.
\fih у/У2

dt T

(256)

Identifying eq. (256) with eq. (21) one obtains
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, ,x , X ctitti + |ai(ai - l)c\ a2a2 + |a2(a2 - l)c^
a(y, i) = а(уи y2) = ------------------------------ <Mi H--------------------------------- a2£>2 (257)

У1 2/2

for the expected instantaneous yield for the technology and

G{y, t) = G(yu y2) =
Q1C1 «2С2
y/ÿï yfth (258)

for the covariance matrix of the physical returns. 

Similarly we identify eq. (251) with eq. (20) and obtain

Му» 0 = KVu У2) = a i - Mi 
а2 — ¿2Í/2

(259)

for the drift vector of the state variables and

£(y, t) = g(y 1, 2/2) = Cix/ÿT 0
0 c2V^2

(260)

for the covariance matrix of changes in the state variables.

Retaining the previous assumptions on the utility function we can use the special case of the 
general pricing equation given by Theorem 4

Cov \y, yI f + f a — Cov Idy, dW1 Jww
L— —J —yy —y — L—- J L Jw J

-r¿+S(W, y, t) + ft = 0 

(261)

Change notation from / to P and set 6 — 0 to express fact that the instrument to be priced is a 
zero coupon bond. Similarly replace time t by time to maturity r. Write the covariance terms 
in terms of covariance matrices and note that a = 1 since there is only one production process 
in which all wealth that is not consumed is invested. Upon these substitutions obtain

5Tr
£/yf] + [ft - £Çfo]T P[ - rP + 6 + Pt = (262)

which is equivalent to the pricing equation eq. (155) that was derived for the one factor case. 

Substitute Q_, and from eq. (258), eq. (259) and eq. (260), respectively, and obtain
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О (263)

ciy/ÿï 0 p1У1У1 P1 У1У2 Cix/yT 0
T~

0 С2УУ2 p1У2У1 P1 У2У2 0 ci\fîh

«i - 61У1 Ciyfih 0 ■ QiCi «2C2 ' T" T >y, ‘

a2 — b2y2 0 С2х/У2 x/ÿï y/У2 . . .

Carrying out the matrix multiplications one gets

ciViPyiyl CiC2l/ÿ^Pyiy2
+

Ö1 - 0)С? - 6)2/1
T \ P"

с2с1у/ш[Ру,У1 c2Î/2 Д/2У2 «2 - «2^ - b2y2 . py> .

^ci2/i^y,y, + \с\у2РУ2^ + [aj - ацс? - b^] Pyi + [a2 - a2c\ - b2y2] РУ2 - rP - PT = 0.

(264)

It is interesting to note that the risk premiums for the state variables are constant. Making the 
following change of variables

Vi =
Yt (265)

and the following definitions

Ci = at- 04c} (266)

(267)

eq. (264) becomes

\yxPYíYi + \y2Py,Y2 + [Cl - С1У1] PYl + [Ca - Ш Py2 - rP - PT 0. (268)

5.4 A change of variables

Next use Theorem 1

r(W, y, t) J WW ’Var[dVU]'
+

Jwy "Cov [dlU, dy]‘

. Лу . 1 W •hv
(269)

to express the equilibrium interest rate as a function of the two state variables. Using the 
properties of the special case eq. (269) becomes
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Г(уи у2)
J WW ‘Var[c?VF] 1

. Jw . VF
“ - è-m'w1

tti«i + i (*1(0:1 - !)C1 , , o2o2 + ±a2(o2 - 1 )c\------------------------------ Ö2Ö! H--------------------------------- o262 -
2/l 2/2

■ Q1C1 a2c2 ■ OtCx o2c2 ‘
y/ÿl y/ÿî . s/lh V^2 .

ai«i + |ai(ai - l)c? oi2a2 + |o2(o2 — \)c\
------------------------------ aib 1 H--------------------------------- a2b2 -

2/1 2/2
■a|c| + a|c|- 

.2/1 2/2 .

— [ctl^l + 02í>2] + C\ Q?iOi + 2ai(ai “ !)ci - aici

«202 + ^Ct2(a2 - l)c; v,2 _2

c , Ci , c2

i
ñ

(270)

where

Со = 

C, =

— [a^j + o2ó2]

a,c, a¿ - 5 4 I1 + «i]

(271)

(272)

From this it is seen that if C¿ are assumed to be positive the feasible values of state variables 
are bounded from above because the interest rate must remain positive.

Thus the pricing equation becomes

2^1 А', У! + 2 ^2-РузУа + [Cl 6F1] PYl + [C2 - №] Fy3 c„ + £ + £
*1 *2 .

P - Pr 0.

(273)

This partial differential equation cannot be solved by the same technique which was used for the 
one factor case. The primary reason for this is that in the Cobb-Douglas production function 
case the instantaneous interest rate is not a linear function of the state variables. Thus, one 
must resort to a numerical solution.

Differentiating one obtains

dr = ~%iY' - Y?"2 + ^dY‘ +

-^kcUs¡ - Щ+ 2^cî«i»î + 2ЩС':<1'Л

о . ' . Со о /;. .

С,с\ С2с\ 
dzi + dz2

- [•] dt —

- [•] dt —
Yi3/2 Уо3/2

(274)
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from which the variance is obtained as

V = Var[dr]
CM Cfcf
уз + У/ (275)

Note that this expression is positive definite for all feasible values of state variables. Defining

_ь
<- III

x\
s> (276)

to III (277)

one can express the relation between {У15 У2) <->• {г, V} as the following 
pair of equations

non-linear algebraic

f r = C0 + Ÿ1 + Ÿ2 
\ V = ВД3 + ВД3. (278)

Eliminating У2 gives

[B1 - В2]У3 + 3B2[r - C0]Ê2 - 3B2[r - Co]2Yi + B2[r - C0]3 - V = 0 (279)

Since Bi B2 the equation can be divided by Bx — B2. Defining

Wi = 3в~в:[г~Со]

w2 = 3 [r Co]2±>i — n2
(280)

Wa = вГ^в2[г ~ Со]3 " v (281)

eq. (279) can be written as

Y,3 + wxŸi + w2Ÿi + w3 = 0, (282)

which is a cubic equation whose solution is given by [143, p. 32; 9.3]

f Ï7 = S + T-&!
< Ÿ? = -l[S + T]~ |uq + |*л/3[5-Г] (283)
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where

_ 3 w2 - w¡
У 9

9wiW2 — 27to3 — 2w3 
= 54

5 = fa + VQ3TT&

T = <jR-^Cÿ4~&.

(284)

The nature of the solution is determined by the sign of the discriminant

D = Q3 + R2

= B2B2C06 - 6B2B2C05r + 15B¡B¡Cy - 20B2B¡C3r3 + 15В(В2С2г4 - 6B2B2C0r5 +

B2B2r6 + 2Б?В2С^У - 2BxB32C30V - 6B3B2C¡rV + 6BxB3C20rV + 6B3B2C0r2V - 
6BxB3C0r2V - 2B3B2r3V + 2BYBlr3V + В?У2 - 4B3B2V2 + 6B2B¡V2 - 
4BxB32V2 + В24У2]/[4(В2 - ВО4] (285)

which depends on the parameters of the model. If В < 0 then one root is real and two other roots 
are complex conjugate of each other, if D = 0 then all roots are real and at least two are equal, 
finally, if D > 0 then all roots are real and unequal [143, p. 32; 9.3]. Thus, the discriminant 
must be non-negative since the state variables are real. A sufficient but not necessary condition 
for this is that

Q =

>

9 i3™2 - w\]

-9-
B

В i — B2 
B\B2 

[Bx - B2p

2 [r - C0]2 - 9 Вз 

1 +

Bi — в2
[г-Со]B2 Г y-, l2

[B! - B2p 
B2

[r - Со]2

Bi — в2.
[r - Со]2

0. (286)

However, from eq. (277) we see that sgn(B¿) = sgn(C¿) but then the previous assumption on 
the positivity of C¿ imply that Q < 0. Thus, requiring that all the roots of eq. (282) are positive 
is equivalent to requiring that sgn(Ci) ф sgn(C2). So, from eq. (272) a sufficient condition on 
the parameters of the model for the roots to be real is that

2ai
cj [1 + <*l] 

2 a2

. cl [1 + a2]

> 1 

< 1.
(287)
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A further condition on the feasible solution requires that the roots are positive. Thus, in many 
cases the solution

fi = S + T-luq
< (288) 

ÿ2 = r-Co-S-T+\wx

is unique.

Using this solution it would be possible to compute dYi as a function of r and V and make 
a change of variables in the pricing equation eq. (268). However, if this is done the partial 
differential equation becomes so complicated that finding an explicit solution for P becomes 
difficult. Thus eq. (288) is only used for computing the boundary conditions for the pricing 
equation.

5.5 General case

The fact that the explicit relation between the state variables and interest rate and its volatility 
is so complex gives rise to a question whether for any state variable dynamics

dyi = (a¿ + b¡yf')dt + Ciyl'dzi (289)

the relationship between У and r and V were less complicated. This question can be answered 
by following the same procedure as was used before to obtain an expression for the production 
dynamics. In the generalized case eq. (21) becomes:

2 г г

? ~

ß.\cR _i_ lQ|(Q|' ^c2y2~>'(cii + biyП— + - dt + OiiCiy'l' ldzi
Vi '2 yf

From this a and GGT are identified and the expression for r can be written as

(290)

r = a-GG 
2

= L
i=i 

2

a,a¿2/¿ 1 + otibiy?' 1 + -a,(a¿ - 1)с-у,2(7' 1} - a2ic2iy2i{'1'

1 = 1

= aiVi1 + biVi' 1 - ÿC1 + °ч)сЫь'

To derive an expression for variance differentiate r to obtain

(291)

dr = a‘ [-«¿î/f+ 2aiy~3dy2 + (/?,■ - l)6¿yf'"2di/¿ + (Д - l)(/3, - 2)biyßi'~3dy2

~{li - 1)(1 + а.-)с?У.?(1,<~1)-1^№ - (2(7¿ - 1) - 1)(7¿ - 1)(1 + dyf\

= [ • ]dt - 53aiCi [«¿У.7'"2 - (Å - 1 )biVi'~2+ßi + (7¿ - 1)(1 + Oíi)c2y,3(7<-1)] dzi. (292)
1 = 1
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Zero a, ßi li Differential Degree
1 - 0 27.-1 dyi = biyp'~ldt + Ci y¡‘ dzi 3
2 - • 1 1/2 dyi = (a¿ + b¿yi)dt + Ciy/ÿïdzi 3
3 - • 0 1 dyi = (о, + bi)dt + Ciyidzi 2
1 2 0 1 • dyi = biyidt + Ciyl'dzi 3
1 3 0 • 1 dyi = biyf'dt + c.-y.dz,- 2
2 3 • 1 1 dy¡ = (a, + biy¡)dt + Ciyidzi 2

Table 1: Different state variable differentials and the relation between state variables and interest rate 
and its volatility. The numbers in the columns under the heading zero denote equations in eq. (294) that 
vanish. Columns a¿, ßi and 7,• show the required parameter values. If ■ then the value is unrestricted. 
The expressions in the sixth column correspond to eq. (289). The last column gives the degree of the 
resulting non-linear polynomial relation between (r, V) and (jq, j/2) -

From this expression variance is obtained as

Var[</r]
2
В
1=1

(a¿c,)2 kt/7< 2 + (1 - ßi)biy1-ti-2+ß. + (7i - l)(l + a¿)c¿ y¡2,3(7,-1) (293)

Now, the necessary condition on the exponents of у,- to give rise to a closed form solution is that 
the are equal. This gives rise to the following group of linear equations:

7.-2 = c
< 7,- - 2 + ß = c 

3(7-1) = c
(294)

where c is the common exponent. It is immediately seen that the solution is ß = 0, 7 = 1 and 
c — — If ß = 1 the second equation disappears and the solution for 7 and c is the same.

5.6 A special case

Special cases of this equation are generated by choosing such parameter values that different 
combinations of the equations vanish. The required parameter values, resulting differential dyt 
and the degree of the polynomial equation which gives the relation between r and V and the 
state variables are given in Table 1. In Table 2 the resulting equations are shown.

From Table 1 it is observed that of the parametrizations that lead to second degree relations 
only cases (1, 3) and (2, 3) need to be considered since (3, —) is incorporated in (2, 3). First 
let us study (2, 3).

In this case the stochastic differential governing the evolution of the state variables is

dy{ = (o< + biy¡)dt + c.y.dz,- (295)

and the resulting expression for the rate of change of the production function is
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Zero

1 <

2
r =

i=i
V = ¿[a,

. 1 = 1

- ¿(1 + a.)cf У,2(7‘ 1}

c. [2(1 - 7¿)6¿ + (7,- - 1)(1 + a,)c,2]]2 2/,6(7i_1)

2 -

' 2

r = Ea<

V = ¿h

< 1=1

+ a¿-^(l + a¿K2 

Ci к - (1 + a¿)c¿]]22/.:

уГ1

-3

3 - <

2

r = 53 a,-
1 = 1

v = ¿k

w 1 = 1

(a¿ + ó,)у 1 - i(l + a¿)c?

с,- [а,- + (i - АЖ]]2 у,-2

1 2 <

< 
-i

Il 
II

S'
 

-s А - ^(! + »t)c-y,2(7, 1]

cf(7« - 1)(1 + «, )]2у16(7‘" i)

1 3 <

' 2

r = 53a¿ 

v = tk

. 1=1

by?‘ 1 - ^(1 + «.)с,2 

с<(А - 1)к]2 У,2(/3_1)

2 3 <

' 2

r = 53a<

F = ¿к

1 = 1

aiУ; 1 + 6,- - 5(1 + a¿)c,2

c«ai]2 У,'2

Table 2: Resulting equation pairs that relate (r, V) and (y\, y2) for different specifications of the state 
variable dynamics.
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I ai dt H-----CiDidZi
У.-

From this a, G, /í and 5 are obtained as

(296)

a

£

Z£

5

= E“< -“ + &.+ 7(a< ~ l)ci
1У, 2«'=1

aiCi a2c2

ai + i»i2/i 
a2 + ¿*23/2

ciÿi 0 
0 c2y2 (297)

Thus the pricing equation

^Tr [£P^£t] + [/£- £ÇTa] * P[ - rP + 6 + Pt = 0, (298)

where

r = ol-GG
2

= x>
1=1

2

hi + ha¿ - l)c,2 - a,c2 + —
2 Vi]

= E«<
i=i

bi - hi + a¿)c2 + ^ 
2 y.J

(299)

becomes

E
i=i

2 c. У. ^y.y. "b [o¿ + (h¿ a¿c, )y¿] Pyi a¿ bi - hl + a,)c2 + ^
2 У. JJ

-PT = 0 (300)

To make the change of variables from (г/ь y2) to (r, V) define

Co

Ci

Bi

- E«.
t=i

Otidi

bi - -(l + a¿)c2

(301)

= (a¿c¿o,)2
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so that from the relation between the variables in Table 2 can be written as

or equivalently as

Co + — + —
2/i 2/2

B\ в?.
2/i y\

(302)

r — Co + C\ÿ\ + С2У2 
У = Bxy¡ + B2y¡ (303)

if the following definition is done:

ÿi = 2h
(304)

Next, the relation between the variables is explicitly derived. Solving for y2

2/2 -Co - Ciÿi] (305)

and substituting into the equation for V gives

V = В,у\ + §¿[(r~ Со)2 - 2(r - СоХЛу! + Clvl] (306)

which is equivalent to

Sÿ\ + R(r)ÿx + Q(r, V) = 0
Q(r, V)y\ + R{r)yx + S = 0, (307)

where

' Q(r, v) 

< R(r)

S

(r-Co)2^-y 

-2(r-C0)B2^ 

Si +

(308)
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Solving for ух gives

-R(r) ± y/R{rf - 4Q(r, V)S 
2Q(r, V)

(309)

which upon substitution to eq. (305) yields

У 2
C,

C2
C0- c,

-я(г)±\/я(г)Д-<д(г, v)s
2Q(r, V)

(310)

Thus the explicit relation between the state variables and the interest rate and its volatility has 
been derived.

5.7 Numerical solution of the special case

To proceed compute

and

dr _
dyi - Vi
d^ = C±
dyf yf
dV = _2B±
dVi yf

d2V _ ft

dyf yf ’
(311)

У * У «

дР dr дР дУ 
dr dyi ^ dV dyi
Q p 0 Bi

-----2 Pr — ¿—~rvy~i yf
dr Ÿ nd-PdVdr

+ 2^-77^^- +
d2P
dr2 [ dyi \ drdV dyi dy¡
C2 
—P4 1 r:yt

+4^ + Др,

d2P
dT2

Ci

\dVŸ dP_cdPd2V 
dr dy2 dT dy2

,Bi
dyi

Vi VÏ
vv + 2 —g Pr + 6—Py

2/, У,
(312)

Substitute into eq. (300) and obtain the bond pricing partial differential equation in r and V:

£
>=1

1 2 -C■

di + (bi

2

o,c2)y,

Г2
ЧДг+4

Ly, yf rV
, j2 d , 0C¿ D ,rBi + ^-r-ryv + ¿—-*> + b—«-/V 

У? У* 2/*
C* p . 0 Bi —
y? yf

a. -F. = 0, (313)
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1

Parameter Value
0.4

Û2 0.6
-0.4

&2 -0.6
Cl 0.2
c2 0.3
a i 0.7
«2 0.3

Table 3: A sample parametrization for the two factor model exhibiting mean reversion7.

To solve this equation numerically one must specify a region fî of the (r, y)-space where 
the solution is computed and postulate boundary conditions which determine the behavior of 
the solution on the boundaries dSÏ. The condition that the variables must be positive limit 
consideration into the first quadrant of (r, F)-space. Thus one boundary can be taken as the 
У-axis. A second boundary is obtained by limiting У from above. This gives a boundary at 
(г, Утах)- The equation for the third boundary can be explicitly derived by substituting

У i = Vi(r, V) 
У-i = Z/2(r, V) (314)

into either of the equations in eq. (302). This gives an implicit equation

F(r, У) = 0 (315)

from which the differential equation which determines the family of the curves can be derived 
by computing

dr
dV

OF
av
dF
dr

(316)

Alternatively a family of these boundary curves can be derived by fixing y2 and considering eq. 
(302) a parametric representation of the curve with y\ as the parameter. The third alternative 
to derive the boundary curve is to observe that the solution for t/i(r, У) eq. (309) contains the 
discriminant

D = R(r)2 - 4Q(r, V)S (317)

which must be positive in order to obtain meaningful i.e. non-imaginary solutions. This ex
pression which depends on the parametrization gives an implicit definition of the outer boundary 
for the feasible (г, У)-space. For example, if the parametrization is as given in Table 3 the 
resulting feasible region8 is as shown in Fig. 2.
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feasible

non-feasible

Figure 2: Feasible region in the (r, F)-space.

V

V = V

P(0, V) = 1

V = Vv — v mi

Figure 3: The computation region and the boundary conditions for the two factor partial differential 
equation of the bond price.
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Next step after specifying fi is to postulate boundary conditions on dil. For the curved arc and 
for (0, V) these conditions are defined to be of the Dirichlet type i.e. they specify that the bond 
price does not change as one moves from the boundary to the direction parallel to the normal 
of the boundary:

dP_
dn = o, (318)

where n is normal vector for the boundary curve. At (0, V) the boundary condition is given by

P(0, V) = 1. (319)

These specifications are shown in Fig. 3.

The numerical algorithm used for solving the partial differential equation is the finite element 
method [5, 40, 65, 76, 151, 139]. This is done by applying the computer software PDE2D [140]. 
However, to do this the original differential equation must be transformed into an equivalent 
form

dP
C(r, V, r, P) — §-rMr,V,r,P,P„Pv)+iLrB(r,V,T,P,P„Pv)-

F(r, V, r, jP, Pr, Pv). (320)

This can be achieved by writing

from which

Ä,1

Af

B]

Br

= C.

2 * yf r
.BiCi

—3 A
yf
B22c? ^Pv 
Vi

¿BjCip 
¿ y,3 r

(321)

dA)
dr

dA2 

dr 
dB} 
dV 
dB2 
dv

-C2
c? dy,—P + -r2—P/ r T- С,- „ Jr,

-3c;

1
* yf drK + 2

2BiCi dyt

Г2>°i
VÎ
2B{Ci

Vi dr

8 ■ yf dvPv

Pv + C -^Pv
yf

B2+ 2 AP,
yf vv

-3 c
2BiCidyir> ( 2BiCi

yf dv Pr + cf
Vt

PrV (322)

7This parametrization is arbitrary and is only used for demonstration of the numerical solution of the pricing 
partial differential equation.

8 However, in the subsequent numerical solution this boundary is approximated linearly. Another, more 
accurate, approximation would involve splines [121].
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Defining

A¡ — А] +
Д = Д + Д2
с
я

1
dyi 2BiCidyiD q „2 Bf dy i D 0л2 BiCi dy i

Ci Q O -* ГJ/f dr
4 л Pv-Scf^-^Pv-3c¿^-^Pr- 

yf dr yf dV yf dV
>Ci .Bic]—Pr - 3Ci-^PV + [a,' + (6¿ - a,c,2)y¿] 

Vi Vt

ou bi - i(l + а,)с2 + —
^ J/t .

C¿
L2Z?

p + 2—P,
У?

+

(323)

it is observed that

ДР _ Л 
dr ” ^

t = l

,ЛЛ,Л)+|А(г,У.г.ЛА,Д-)-

Д(г, У, г, Л Рг, Рк) (324)

is equivalent to the original pricing equation eq. (313).

It is should be noted that the definitions for A¿, Д and P, contain derivatives of j/l(r, F) and 
y2(r, F) with respect to r and F. These expressions are:

= (2B2Ci/C¡ + 4P2(-Co + r)(R2C? - C2S)/(C24VP))/(2Q(r, F)) - 

B2(-Co + r)(2P2Ci(—Co + r)/C2 + VD)/(C%Q(t, Vf)
^ = S7(Q(r, F)VP) + (2P2Cx(-Co + r)/C2 + VP)/(2Q(r, F)2)

^ = -(C2(l + 2C!g(r, F)(2P2C1/C2 + 4P2(-Co + r)(P2C2-C25)/(C2W))/

(2P2Ci(—C0 + r)/C2 + V5)2 - 4P2Ci(—C0 + r)/(C22(2P2C1(-C0 + r)/C2 + V5)))/ 
(-Co + r - 2CiQ(r, V)/(2B2C1(-Co + r)/C2 + VP))2)

= -(C2(4CxQ(r, F)5/(VP(2P2C1(-Co + r)/C2 + x/Д)2) +
2C1/(2P2C1(-Co + r)/C2 + V5))/(-Co + r - 2CxQ(r, F)/
(2B2Ci(-C0 + r)/C| + V5))2), (325)

where D is the discriminant eq. (317).

5.8 Results

The initial mesh used consisted of 500 degree 3 triangle elements with spatial discretization error 
0(h4), where h is the maximum triangle diameter. This initial triangularization of if is shown 
in Fig. 4.
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The time propagation was carried out with a first order backward difference implicit method in 
order to avoid oscillations which appeared with the second order Crank-Nicolson scheme [121]. 
The time propagation was performed for r € [0, ...,20]. The three dimensional plot of the 
solution surface at r = 20 is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that that the bond price increases 
as the variance of the bond price increases. But from eq. (290) and Table 2 it is seen that 
V ~ c\ ~ Var[(/77/77] i.e. that the bond variance is proportional to the variance of the rate of 
return on the production process. Thus, when the production process uncertainty increases, the 
representative investor wants to hedge his consumption path by investing a larger portion of his 
wealth in bonds, which increases the bond price.

The effect of interest rate is also what is expected: as the interest rate increases the bond price 
decreases. One should note in Fig. 5 that the boundary of the feasible region i.e. where the 
discriminant eq. (317) is positive is shown as a steep drop from the value near the unity. A 
more quantitative look is given by Fig. 6 which depicts contours of the bond price. The legends 
associated with the contours indicate that, for the parameterization used, the bond prices vary 
from 0.984 to 0.99.

In Fig. 7 the vector field of the solution is shown. The r-component of the vectors is À and the 
У-component is B. Finally, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the cross-sectional plots of P = P(r, V = 
|fmax) and P = P{t = |rmax, У), respectively. The latter depicts slight discontinuity of the 
solution which may indicate that a larger number of elements should be used.
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6 Conclusion

This thesis was a study of the term structure of interest rates within the framework of the Cox- 
Ingersoll-Ross general equilibrium model of an economy. In Chapters 3 and 4 the original model 
was re-derived in detail. The purpose of this was to fill in the gaps that were intentionally left 
in the concise derivations of the original paper and to prepare for Chapter 5 where the general 
framework was applied to a two factor Cobb-Douglas production function specification. The 
methodology used in Chapter 5 for deriving and solving the pricing partial differential equation 
is generic and can be used for different specifications for state variable dynamics and production 
functions.

The main contributions of the thesis were:

• a detailed re-derivation of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross general equilibrium model

• application to a non-linear two factor Cobb-Douglas production function specification

• discussion of a change of variables which leads to a partial differential equation in variables 
that can be empirically estimated

• examination of the feasibility constraint on the new variables

• a study of a variety of specifications for the state variable dynamics

• derivation of the partial differential equation for a particular state variable and production 
dynamics

• derivation of a numerical solution, based on the finite element method, for the pricing 
equation. To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first time in the literature on 
term structure that finite element method is used for solving the bond price.

Future work should estimate and test the proposed model. Also, the specification of boundary 
conditions warrant special attention. Furthermore, one might re-consider whether a change of 
variables from abstract state variables to variables that can be empirically estimated should be 
carried out. On one hand if the change of variables is done the specification of boundary 
conditions becomes easier but on the other hand the resulting partial differential equation 
becomes more complicated. The change of variables may also result in a feasibility constraint 
on the new variables. This limitation is due to the assumption that the state variables are real. 
Thus, studying the economic interpretation of relaxing the assumption that the state variables 
are real should be done.

Even though the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross general equilibrium theory is one of the most complete and 
theoretically sound foundations for term structure theories it has not been applied in serious 
term structure modeling until recently. This may be due to the fact that models for which 
no analytical solutions exist are not popular. However, this is characteristic of intertemporal 
dynamic optimization models. So it is unlikely that significantly better general equilibrium term 
structure models appear for which one has an explicit solution. Consequently, the numerical 
solution methodology of the pricing models will become increasingly important not only in 
context of term structure models but in asset valuation in general. Thus, the approach used in 
this thesis for the numerical solution may prove useful in the future.
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